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Antisense technology is beginning to deliver on the broad
promise of the technology. Ten RNA-targeted drugs including
eight single-strand antisense drugs (ASOs) and two double-
strand ASOs (siRNAs) have now been approved for commer-
cial use, and the ASOs in phase 2/3 trials are innovative,
delivered by multiple routes of administration and focused on
both rare and common diseases. In fact, two ASOs are used in
cardiovascular outcome studies and several others in very large
trials. Interest in the technology continues to grow, and the
field has been subject to a significant number of reviews. In this
review, we focus on the molecular events that result in the
effects observed and use recent clinical results involving several
different ASOs to exemplify specific molecular mechanisms
and specific issues. We conclude with the prospective on the
technology.

Recent progress and the performance of RNA-targeted
drugs (RTDs) in well-controlled clinical trials argue that
RTD discovery technology is beginning to deliver the potential
value that encouraged investment beginning 3 decades ago. To
date, ten RTDs have been approved for commercial use
(Table 1), including eight single-strand antisense oligonucle-
otide (ss ASO) drugs (ASOs) and two double-stranded (ds)
antisense drugs that are referred to as siRNAs (1–4). Nusi-
nersen, a PS ASO that corrects the splicing of the SMN2 pre-
mRNA to treat spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is the first
“blockbuster” RTD (3). Though all of the approved RTDs are
designed to treat patients with rare diseases, Table 1 shows
that while the rare disease pipeline is robust, there are
numerous RTDs in advanced clinical trials that are focused on
diseases with very high incidences. In fact, Pelacarsen, formerly
AKCEA-APO(a)-LRx and ION-TTR- LRx, is enrolling patients
into cardiovascular outcome studies and in advanced phase 2
studies, there are PS ASOs such as IONIS-FXI-LRx, IONIS
APOCIII-LRx, Vupanorsen (formerly AKCEA-ANGPTL3-LRx),
and a number of ASOs designed to treat high-incidence
neurological diseases including treatments for Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s diseases (Table 1) (4). Table 1 also shows that
ss PS ASOs can be administered by multiple routes for both
systemic and local therapeutic effects. The versatility of the
technology is further demonstrated by the fact that post-RNA-
binding mechanisms of action include both ASOs that cause
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RNA reduction via RNase H1 and those that increase protein
production by correcting RNA splicing defects. Preclinical data
suggest that in the coming years, a range of new post-RNA-
binding mechanisms will be used to bring clinical benefit
(5–8). That ASOs in the clinic are being used to treat diseases
caused in full or partly by toxic RNAs, as well as more tradi-
tional protein-caused diseases argue that more targets and
opportunities will emerge as the roles of RNAs are better
understood. Finally, several chemical classes and the critical
importance of advances in medicinal chemistry are apparent.
The significance of advances in oligonucleotide medicinal
chemistry and in ASO designs is best shown by comparing the
performances of phosphorothioate (PS) oligodeoxynucleotides
(first generation) to those PS ASOs containing 2ʹmethoxyethyl
(2ʹ-MOE) substitutions (second generation) to PS ASOs con-
taining 2ʹ constrained ethyl (2ʹcEt) modifications (generation
2.5) to 2ʹ-MOE and 2ʹcEt PS ASOs conjugated with N-acetyl
galactosamine (GalNAc) (3, 9).

Though traditional drug discovery modalities have advanced
incrementally, to a very large extent, these technologies have
remained static, dependent on cumbersome, costly, and time-
consuming screening processes and are highly inefficient.
Rather remarkably, given how much the technology has
already advanced and of vital importance is the fact that ad-
vances in antisense technology are continuing. Deeper un-
derstanding of the molecular mechanisms responsible for the
pharmacokinetic (PK) behaviors of PS ASOs in animals and
cells, the molecular mechanisms of pharmacodynamic (PD)
effects of PS ASOs and the toxicities are yielding ever better
performing PS ASOs. Most exciting is that antisense medicinal
chemistry, which for most of the 3 decades of research on
antisense technology focused on enhancing ASO interactions
with target RNAs, now adds a major focus on PS ASO–protein
interactions and targeted delivery to specific tissues such as
what has been achieved with GalNAc conjugation (10, 11). The
progress in the technology and its current status have been the
subject of several recent reviews (1–4).

Nevertheless, whether the technology has the potential to be
truly broadly enabling remains to be answered in full. In this
review, we will first address this question by describing the
known properties of PS ASOs that lead us to believe that the
technology has the potential to be even more broadly enabling
than small-molecule drug discovery. This will be followed by a
more detailed discussion than has been provided in other re-
views of the theoretical framework that was the basis on which
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Table 1
Clinical development activities of antisense medicines

A - approved RNA targeted drugs

Drug Indication Target RNA Mechanism Chemistry Year approved

Fomivirsen Cytomegalovirus retinitis HCMV UL122 RNase H1 PS, DNA 1998
Mipomersen Homozygous familial

hypercholesterolemia
APOB RNase H1 PS, MOE 2013

Nusinersen Spinal muscular atrophy SMN2 Splicing, intron 7 PS, MOE 2016
Eteplirsen Duchenne muscular dystrophy DMD Splicing, exon 51 PMO 2016
Inotersen Hereditary transthyretin- mediated

amyloidosis
TTR RNase H1 PS, MOE 2018

Volanesorsen Familial chylomicronemia syndrome ApoC-III RNase H1 PS, MOE 2019
Patisiran Hereditary transthyretin- mediated

amyloidosis
TTR Ago2 PO-siRNA

Cationic lipid formulation
2018

Golodirsen Duchenne muscular dystrophy DMD Splicing, exon 53 PMO 2019
Givosiran Acute hepatic porphyria ALAS1 Ago2 Ome/F- siRNA, GalNAc 2019
Viltolarsen Duchenne muscular dystrophy DMD Splicing, exon 53 PMO 2020

B. ASO drugs under development

Chemistrya Drug Target | Organ Dose | Route Indication Key observations References

Phase 3
2ʹ-MOE Tofersen (BIIB067/

ISIS 666853)
SOD1, CNS ALS (Ionis/Biogen) Phase 2 findings of dose-dependent reduction

in SOD1 CSF concentration; slowing
decline in clinical function, respiratory
function, and muscle strength, versus pla-
cebo; well tolerated with multiple dose ad-
ministrations at doses of 20–100 mg

NCT02623699
(185)

2ʹ-MOE Tominersen
(RG6042/ISIS
443139)

HTT, CNS 10−120 mg once
every 4 weeks,
IT

Huntington’s Dis-
ease (Ionis/
Roche)

Phase ½a findings of dose-dependent reduc-
tion of mutant huntingtin CSF concentra-
tion; well tolerated with multiple dose
administrations at monthly doses of
10–120 mg

NCT03761849
NCT02519036
(186)

undisclosed Sepofarsen (QR-
110)

LCA10, p.Cys998X ITV Leber’s Congenital
Amaurosis Type
10 (ProQR)

Phase ½ findings included improvement in
visual acuity

NCT03913143

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc Pelacarsen
(TQJ230/
AKCEA-
APO(a)-LRx)

Apo(a), Liver 80 mg once
monthly, SC

CVD (Ionis/Akcea/
Novartis)

Phase 2 findings of dose-dependent reduction
in serum lipoprotein (a) levels; no difference
compared with placebo-treated patients in
platelet counts, liver and renal function tests

NCT04023552
NCT03070782
(129)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc AKCEA- TTR-LRx
(ION 682884)

TTR, Liver 45 mg once
monthly, SC

ATTR (Ionis/
Akcea)

Phase 1 findings of dose-dependent reduction
in plasma TTR; well tolerated with multiple
dose administrations; no clinically relevant
effect on platelet counts, or liver and renal
function tests

NCT04136184
NCT04136171
NCT03728634
(187)

PMO Casimersen (SRP-
4045)

Dystrophin Exon 45, Muscle 30 mg/kg once
weekly, IV

DMD (Sarepta) Statistically significant increase from baseline
in dystrophin protein (versus placebo) at
week 48 interim end point Study ongoing
(double-blind, placebo- controlled to
96 weeks)

NCT02500381
(188)

2ʹ-H Alicaforsen ICAM-1, Colon 240 mg once daily,
Enema

Chronic Pouchitis
and Ulcerative
Colitis (Ionis)

Phase 2 findings included reduction in Pou-
chitis Disease Activity Index and endoscopy
subscore

NCT02525523
(171, 189)

Phase 2
2ʹ-MOE BIIB080 (IONIS-

MAPTRx)
TAU, CNS Once monthly, IT Alzheimer’s Dis-

ease, FTD
(Ionis/Biogen)

NCT03186989

2ʹ-MOE IONIS-FXIRx/BAY
2306001

Factor XI, Liver 100–300 mg once
weekly, SC

Clotting Disorders
(Ionis/Bayer)

Phase 2 findings included reduction of Factor
XI protein, and reduction of thrombotic
events without increase in bleeding.

NCT02553889
NCT01713361
(190)
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Table 1—Continued

B. ASO drugs under development

Chemistrya Drug Target | Organ Dose | Route Indication Key observations References

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- GCGRRx GCGR, Liver 50−200 mg once
weekly, SC

T2D (Ionis/Suz-
hou-Ribo)

Phase 2 findings included attenuation of
glucagon-induced increase in blood glucose
levels, dose-dependent reduction of HbA1c,
no cases of severe or symptomatic hypo-
glycemia, dose- dependent increase in liver
transaminase levels consistent with phar-
macology, and no increase in hepatic
glycogen content

NCT01885260
NCT02583919
NCT02824003
(191)

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- DGAT2Rx DGAT2, Liver 250 mg once
weekly, SC

NASH (Ionis) Phase 2 findings included significant absolute
reduction in liver fat, versus placebo, and
50% of patients treated had at least a 30%
relative reduction in liver fat; no changes in
liver or renal function, no cases of
thrombocytopenia

NCT03334214
(192)

2ʹ-MOE Apatorsen HSP27, Tumor Cells 200−1000 mg once
weekly, IV

Cancer (Ionis/
OncoGenex)

Phase 1 findings included decrease in tumor
markers and decline in CTCs

NCT01454089
(193)

2ʹ-MOE ATL1102 CD49d, Immune Cells DMD: 25 mg
weekly, SC MS:
200 mg twice
weekly, SC

DMD, MS (Ionis/
ATL)

Phase 2 findings in nonambulatory DMD pa-
tients included positive effects on modu-
lating CD49d+ T cells in blood Phase 2
findings in MS patients included reduction
in new active lesions, and moderate
thrombocytopenia

ACTRN1261800
0970246 (194)

2ʹ-MOE Atesidorsen/
ATL1103

GHR, Liver 200 mg once or
twice weekly, SC

Acromegaly (Ionis/
ATL)

Phase 2 findings included significant reduction
in IGF-1 in patients with acromegaly who
received ATL1103 200 mg twice weekly,
versus once weekly

ACTRN1261500
0289516 (195)

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- HBVRx HBV surface Ag, Liver 150–300 mg once
weekly, SC

HBV, chronic
atypical (Ionis/
GSK)

Phase 2 findings included dose dependent re-
ductions of HbsAg and HBV DNA, and an
acceptable safety profile to proceed to
longer treatment durations

NCT02981602
(196)

2ʹ-Ome
Stereo-pure PS

WVE-120101 mHTT (rs362307), CNS IT Huntington’s Dis-
ease (Wave)

In progress NCT03225833

2ʹ-Ome
Stereo-pure PS

WVE-120102 mHTT (rs362331), CNS 2–32 mg, IT Huntington’s Dis-
ease (Wave)

In progress NCT03225846

cEt DYN101 DNM2, MTM1 1.5–9.0 mg/kg, IM Centronuclear
Myopathy
(Ionis/
Dynacure)

In progress NCT04033159

cET IONIS- ENAC-
2.5Rx

ENAC, Lung Inhaled/Nebulized Cystic Fibrosis
(Ionis)

In progress NCT03647228

cET AZD9150/IONIS-
STAT3-2.5Rx

STAT3, Cancer and Stromal
Cells

2−4 mg/kg once
weekly, IV

Cancer (Ionis/
Astrazeneca)

Phase 1b findings included (1) reduction of
STAT3, (2) reduction in serum IL6, and (3)
reduction in tumor burden.

NCT02549651
NCT01563302
(197, 198)

cET AZD5312/IONIS-
AR- 2.5Rx

AR, Cancer Cells 150−1150 mg once
weekly, IV

Prostate cancer
(Ionis/Suzhou-
Ribo)

Phase 1 findings included declines in PSA and
circulating tumor cells in some patients.

NCT03300505
NCT02144051
(199)

LNA Cobomarsen
(MRG-106)

miR-155, Cancer Cells 75−900 mg once
weekly, ITM/
SC/IV

Hematological
malignancies
(miRagen)

Phase 1 findings included improvements in
cutaneous lesions, and transcriptional
changes consistent with target activity

NCT03713320
NCT02580552
(200)

LNA Civi 007 PCSK9, Liver SC CVD (Civi) In progress NCT04164888
NCT03427710

PO, 2ʹ-Ome, ENA DS-5141b Dystrophin Exon 45, Muscle 0.1−6.0 mg/kg
once weekly, SC

DMD (Daiichi) In progress NCT02667483

PMO Peptide SRP-5051 Dystrophin Exon 51, Muscle Multiple ascending
dose, IV

DMD (Sarepta) In progress NCT04004065
NCT03375255
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Table 1—Continued

B. ASO drugs under development

Chemistrya Drug Target | Organ Dose | Route Indication Key observations References

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc Vupanorsen
(AKCEA-
ANGPTL3-LRx/
ION 702803)

ANGPTL3, Liver 40–80 mg total
monthly dose,
SC

Dyslipidemias
(Ionis/Akcea/
Pfizer)

Phase 2 findings in patients with HTG, T2D
and NAFLD included dose-dependent re-
ductions in ANGPTL3, TGs, ApoC-III,
VLDL and non-HDL cholesterol, and total
cholesterol with no reductions in liver fat or
HbA1c; favorable safety and tolerability
profile

NCT03371355
NCT02709850
(97, 201)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc AKCEA- APOC-
III-LRx

ApoC-III, Liver 10–50 mg total
monthly dose,
SC

CVD (Ionis/Akcea) Phase 2 findings in patients with HTG and
CVD, or high-risk of CVD, included >90%
patients at 50 mg monthly dose achieved
TG ≤ 150 mg/dl compared to 5% placebo,
significant reduction in multiple risk fac-
tors, and no safety signals, including those
related to platelet counts, liver or renal
function

NCT03385239
NCT02900027
(98, 202)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc IONIS-AGT-LRx AGT, Liver Once weekly, SC Treatment-resis-
tant Hyperten-
sion (Ionis)

In progress NCT04083222
NCT03714776
NCT03101878

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc GSK3389404/
IONIS- HBV-
LRx

HBV surface Ag, Liver 30−120 mg single
dose/once
weekly, SC

Chronic HBV
(Ionis/GSK)

In progress NCT03020745
(203)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc IONIS-FB-LRx Factor B, Liver 10−40 mg once
every 2 weeks,
SC

Primary IgA Ne-
phropathy
Ocular Disease
(Ionis/Roche)

Phase 1 findings included (1) dose- dependent
reduction in factor B levels accompanied by
similar reduction in factor B function and
complement split factor Bb, and (2) no
drug-related adverse events

NCT04014335
NCT03815825
ACTRN1261600
0335493 (204)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc IONIS-PKK-LRx Kallikrein B1, Liver 20–80 mg, once
monthly, SC

HAE (Ionis) Phase 1 findings included dose- dependent
reduction of plasma prekallikrein levels with
target reduction maintained during dosing
intervals as predicted by PK properties

NCT04307381
NCT03263507
(177, 205)

2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc IONIS-GHR-LRx GHR, Liver Monthly, SC Acromegaly (Ionis) In progress NCT03548415
2ʹ-MOE, GalNAc IONIS-FXI-LRx FXI, Liver Monthly, SC Clotting Disorders

(Ionis/Bayer)
In progress NCT03582462

PO, 2ʹ-H Liposome Prexigebersen GRB2, Tumor cells Twice weekly, IV AML, CML, solid
tumors (Bio-
Path)

In progress NCT04196257
NCT02923986
NCT02781883

Undisclosed QR-1123
(ION357)

RHO, P23H mutation, Eye ITV Autosomal Domi-
nant Retinitis
Pigmentosa
(Ionis/ProQR)

In progress NCT04123626

Undisclosed QR-421a USH2A, exon 13 mutation,
Eye

50–200 μg, ITV Retinitis pigmen-
tosa (ProQR)

In progress NCT03780257

Undisclosed QR-313 COL7A1, exon 73 mutation,
Skin

Once daily, topical
cream

Recessive dystro-
phic epi-
dermolysis bul-
losa (ProQR/
Wings)

In progress NCT03605069

Undisclosed RG-012 miR-21, Kidney 110−220 mg once
weekly, SC

Alport Syndrome
(Regulus/
Genzyme)

In progress NCT02855268

Phase 1
2ʹ-MOE BIIB078 (IONIS-

C9Rx)
C9orf72, CNS Multiple ascending

doses, IT
ALS (Ionis/Biogen) In progress NCT04288856

NCT03626012
2ʹ-MOE BIIB094 (ION859) LRRK2, CNS Single and multiple

ascending doses,
IT

Parkinson’s Dis-
ease (Ionis/
Biogen)

In progress NCT03976349
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Table 1—Continued

B. ASO drugs under development

Chemistrya Drug Target | Organ Dose | Route Indication Key observations References

2ʹ-MOE BIIB101 (ION464) SNCA, CNS IT Multiple System
Atrophy (Ionis/
Biogen)

NCT04165486

LNA RG6127 Host target SC HBV (Roche) NCT03762681
LNA ISTH0036 TGF-β2, Eye 6.75−225 μg single

dose, IVT
Glaucoma (Isarna) Phase 1 findings included (1) dose–response

trend observed in postoperative introcular
pressure, and (2) no adverse events

NCT02406833
(206)

SNA Lipid nanoparticle XCUR17 IL17RA, Skin Daily, Topical gel Psoriasis (Exicure) Phase 1 finding included decrease in the levels
of psoriasis and inflammation markers
downstream of target, with a significant
reduction in keratin 16 expression and
clinical improvement in epidermal
thickness

(207)

Undisclosed JNJ- 64991524 Undisclosed Oral Undisclosed
(Janssen)

NCT03346122

Nonactive
2ʹ-MOE IONIS- PTP1BRx PTP1B, Liver 200 mg once

weekly, SC
T2D (Ionis) Phase 2 findings included (1) reduction of

HbA1c, (2) improved leptin and adipo-
nectin levels, and (3) decreased body weight.

NCT00455598
(208)

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- GCCRRx GCCR, Liver 60−420 mg once
weekly, SC

T2D (Ionis) Phase 1 findings included (1) improvement in
lipid profile, and (2) attenuation of
dexamethasone-induced hepatic insulin
resistance.

NCT01968265
(209)

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- FGFR4Rx FGFR4, Liver 100−200 mg once
weekly, SC

Obesity (Ionis) NCT02463240

LNA Miravirsen miR-122, Liver 3−7 mg/kg once
weekly, SC

HCV (Santaris/
Roche)

Phase 2 findings included inhibition of miR-
122 function

NCT01200420 (90,
91)

Discontinued
Stereo-pure PS 2ʹ-F, 2ʹ-Ome Suvodirsen Dystrophin Exon 51, Muscle 3.5–5.0 mg/kg

weekly, IV
infusion

DMD (Wave) Failure to demonstrate efficacy in multidose
phase 1 open-label extension

NCT03907072
NCT03508947

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- PKKRx Kallikrein B1, Liver 200 mg once
weekly, SC

HAE
Chronic
Migraine (Ionis)

Replaced with GalNAc conjugate NCT03108469
(205, 210)

2ʹ-H Mongersen SMAD7, Intestine 160 mg once daily,
Oral

Crohn’s Disease
(Nogra Pharma/
Celgene)

Phase 3 failed to demonstrate benefit in pa-
tients with active Crohn’s Disease with
clinical remission (CD Activity Index score
<150) attained in 22.8% of patients on
GED-0301 versus 25% on placebo (p =
0.6210). Adverse events

NCT02596893
NCT02601300
(211, 212)

2ʹ-Ome Drisapersen Dystrophin Exon 51, Muscle 6 mg/kg once
weekly, SC

DMD (Prosensa/
BioMarin)

Rejected by FDA (213–215)

2ʹ-MOE Custirsen CLU, Tumor Cells 640 mg once
weekly, IV

Prostate Cancer
and NSCLC
(Ionis/
OncoGenex)

Failure to meet primary endpoints in phase 3
trials

NCT01578655
NCT01630733
(216, 217)

2ʹ-MOE IONIS- APO(a)Rx Apo(a), Liver 300 mg once
weekly, SC

CVD (Ionis) Replaced with GalNAc conjugate (218)

2ʹ-MOE ISIS 388626 SGLT2, Kidney 50−200 mg once
weekly, SC

T2D (Ionis) Availability of small-molecule inhibitors of
SGLT2

(63)

2ʹ-MOE ISIS 333611 SOD1, CNS 0.15−3.0 mg single
dose, IT

Familial ALS
(Ionis)

Replaced by more potent compound (219)

2ʹ-MOE ISIS 104838 TNFα, Immune Cells 0.1−6 mg/kg IV,
200 mg once
weekly, SC

Inflammatory Dis-
ease (Ionis)

Inadequate activity (220)

2ʹ-MOE ISIS 113715 PTP1B, Liver 100−600 mg once
weekly, SC

T2D (Ionis) Replaced by more potent compound

cET, 2ʹ-MOE IONIS-
DMPK2.5Rx

DMPK, Muscle 100−600 mg once
weekly, SC

MD type 1 (Ionis) Inadequate activity NCT02312011
(221)

LNA EZN-4176 AR, Cancer Cells 0.5−10 mg/kg once
weekly, IV

Prostate Cancer ALT elevations NCT01337518
(222)
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progress was made and on which the future of the technology
will be written. Then, the current understanding of the mo-
lecular mechanisms responsible for the effects of ASOs that
have been observed will be comprehensively discussed. Finally,
we will get a glimpse of the new advances and insights that are
defining the future.

Why antisense technology?

The idea of designing oligonucleotides to bind to specific
sequences in target RNAs via Watson–Crick hydrogen
bonding and the term “antisense” were introduced in 1978
(12). As proposed, the idea was quite simple and the word
antisense was nonspecific. The authors were agnostic as to the
post-RNA-binding mechanisms that would ensue to alter the
behavior and performance of a target RNA, the structure of
drug administered (single or double strand) or the chemical
modifications that might be required to introduce acceptable
properties for therapeutic administration. “Antisense”
included an oligonucleotide of any structure or chemistry
designed to bind target RNA via Watson–Crick hybridization.
In practice, antisense is used to refer to ss ASOs, and siRNA
refers to ds ASOs that act via AGO2 to cause degradation of
target RNAs (for review see (13, 14)).

Not until the late 1980s, however, did any meaningful effort
to convert the concept to reality begin when several companies
were founded to pursue the concept. The delay is easily
explained because most considered the concept impossible to
reduce to practice. And for good reasons. It was impossible to
cost-effectively synthesize even gram quantities of an oligo-
nucleotide. It was clear that unmodified oligonucleotides could
not be effective therapeutic agents because they are rapidly
degraded by nucleases present in all in vitro and in vivo bio-
logical systems. Nor had any oligonucleotide medicinal
chemistry had been performed, and it was unclear what the
scope of the effort might be. Because of their size and negative
charge, theoretical concepts of the time argued that these
agents could not enter cells and without entering cells, ASOs
could not function via an antisense mechanism. Moreover,
experience with polynucleotides such as poly(I): poly(C) sug-
gested that oligonucleotides would be unacceptably toxic (15).
Given the daunting challenges, why invest the decades, careers,
and billions of dollars required to learn whether the concept
could be reduced to practice? The simple answer was the
limitations of traditional approaches to drug discovery.

Limitations of traditional drug discovery approaches

The intellectual basis of the drug discovery industry was
defined around the end of the 19th century independently by
Langley, Erlich, and Bernard (16). As the theories of the time
were inadequate, all were wrestling with the same question:
how could one explain the potency of certain toxins such as
curare and arsenicals? Ultimately, the term “receptive sub-
stance” was coined to suggest a specific interaction between
these toxins and some substance in the body that bound with
higher affinity than other sites (for review, see (17)). It is
fascinating that an entire industry and thousands of products,
to say nothing of the benefits of the products, were created

http://clinicaltrials.gov
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prior to the 1980s when the concept was validated with the
purification of the nicotinic receptor (for review, see (18)) and
the cloning of the first receptors (for review, see (19)). Though
the term receptor or receptive substance was entirely generic,
in practice a receptor has been considered a protein and, even
today, despite progress in RNA-targeted drug discovery, many
pharmacologists assume that receptors are proteins.

Contemporaneously, chemical manufacturers, seeking new
applications for their products, found that small molecules such
as acetylsalicylic acid, or aspirin, could be effective therapeutics.
Thus, traditional small-molecule drug discovery was birthed.
The effects of various small-molecule agents were rationalized
in the context of receptor theory, leading to the evolution of
small-molecule drug discovery. Over time, the so-called 500 Da
rule, which suggests that ideal therapeutic agents should be no
greater than 500 Da, was established with a focus on designing
small molecules designed to bind to specific proteins, either cell
surface proteins coupled to signal transduction processes, i.e.,
receptors, or enzymes involved in cellular processes such as
intermediary metabolism (20). Though crude plant extracts had
been used for thousands of years as therapeutics, the idea of
purifying the active component from biological sources for
therapeutic purposes developed later. Arguably the first
example of a “purified” natural product was insulin as replace-
ment therapy for type 1 diabetes (21), and protein replacement
therapies have added meaningful value for a relatively limited
number of diseases. It was not until the use of penicillin during
the Second World War that large-scale fermentation and pu-
rification of natural products to be used as antiinfectives were
proven feasible. The virtual eradication of bacterial infections as
a cause of significant mortality in the developed world remains
perhaps the greatest achievement of the drug discovery industry
(22). Interestingly, natural products are typically chemically
more diverse and higher molecular weight than the “500 Da
rule.” A single novel drug discovery technology was reasonably
advanced at the time, but still not fully proven and of course
that was monoclonal antibody technology. Over the last 3 de-
cades, this technology has advanced and has proven to be an
important dug discovery platform, used relatively broadly, but
certainly not as broadly enabling as small-molecule drug dis-
covery (23).

Clearly, the great strength of small-molecule drug discovery
is that there are small-molecule drugs that are pharmacolog-
ically active after all routes of administration, in all the organs
and most cells in the body. However, the limitations are well
known and those limits have shaped the industry: inadequate
selectivity, numerous “undruggable” targets, inefficient drug
discovery and development, the inability to learn general
principles from past experience. (The phrase “change a methyl,
change the drug” is sadly true.)

The major reason to invest in the creation and advancement
of antisense technology was that it had the potential to address
all the limitations of small-molecule drug discovery. Evolu-
tionary processes chose pattern recognition in nucleic acids
polymers, as the means to store, retrieve, and use critical ge-
netic information because of the specificity afforded by the
genetic code. Since ASOs were to be designed to use the same
code, the rules that govern binding of ASOs to RNA were well
understood and could be directly applied to the drug discovery
process. Moreover, the basic rules governing the specificity of
binding to nucleic acid sequences were simple enough to
calculate and then prove experimentally that 16 to 20 nucle-
otides were optimal (24). Consequently, in principle, drug
discovery should be significantly more efficient and the drugs
should be more specific than small molecules. It was further
hoped that essentially all targets should be druggable since the
biosynthesis of proteins depends on an RNA that should be
targetable. The efficiency of drug development might also be
greatly enhanced because all ASOs within the same chemical
class differ only in sequence, thus should share many prop-
erties in common and the failure rate of drugs in development
should be reduced because the lessons learned with an ASO
representative of a specific chemical class could be applied
(25). These were powerful incentives to invest, and the ad-
vantages have been to a large extent realized. The evidence
supporting these conclusions and the questions that remain
will be discussed. As several thorough reviews of the tech-
nology have recently been published that reviewed recent
clinical results in detail (1–4), we will not reiterate the sum-
mary of recent clinical results. Rather, we will discuss the re-
sults of selected clinical studies to exemplify novel specific
mechanisms and the impacts of those advances.

History

Prerequisite advances

Without the evolution in understanding the RNA world
(Fig. 1), antisense technology would not be possible. Because of
continuing advances in understanding the structures and
functions of RNAs, new opportunities for antisense technology
continue to be identified. In fact, a simple and correct way to
think of antisense drugs is that they alter the intermediary
metabolism of RNAs. ASOs can be designed to alter the
anabolism of precursor RNAs to mature RNAs, including, pre-
mRNAs (26, 27), pre-rRNA (28), long noncoding RNAs (29),
snRNAs and snoRNAs (30), antisense transcripts (25), and
toxic RNAs such as those containing triplet repeats (31). ASOs
can also be designed to alter the catabolism of precursor and
mature RNAs via several mechanisms (3–6) and to alter
translation (7, 8, 25).

Similarly, the sequences of target RNAs must be available to
support the design of ASOs. Thus, advances in DNA
sequencing that ultimately led to the sequencing of the human
and other genomes (32) are a prerequisite for antisense drug
discovery. Not only are modern genomic sequencing and
transcriptomic methods essential for target selection, but they
also support approaches to prove mechanisms of action and
the selectivity of RNA target reduction (5).

Intellectual framework

An essential first step in the creation of antisense technology
was the elaboration of an intellectual framework in which
ASOs could be considered. Though chemically modified oli-
gonucleotides had never been considered as possible
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 7



Figure 1. Antisense technology can modulate gene expression through different mechanisms. A, commonly used antisense mechanisms to degrade
target RNAs, including RNase H1-dependent and RISC-dependent mechanisms. B, various types of RNAs. In addition to the three traditional types of RNAs
(rRNAs, tRNAs, and mRNAs) that are directly involved in protein synthesis, many types of small noncoding RNAs (<200 nt) have been identified to
participate in various biological processes: this includes snRNAs in pre-mRNA splicing, snoRNAs in rRNA processing and modification, miRNAs in translation
modulation and mRNA stability, piRNAs in RNA silencing and epigenetics, and other small ncRNAs (e.g., RNase P and MRP RNA) in tRNA and rRNA
maturation. Moreover, a large number of long ncRNAs (>200 nt) have also been identified in recent years to play important roles in multiple biological
processes, from chromatin remodeling (e.g., Xist, HOTAIR), transcription (e.g., asRNA, eRNA), and RNA processing (e.g., NATS) in the nucleus to translation
(e.g., as-Uchl1) and protein modification (e.g., NKILA) in the cytoplasm. In addition, circular RNAs have also been identified that may modulate gene
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therapeutic agents prior to the advent of antisense technology
and specific sequences in targeted RNAs, it made sense to
rationalize behaviors of ASOs in the context of traditional
receptor theory (33). As trivial as this may seem, framing the
questions that needed to be answered in this context has been
critical.

Broad-based medicinal chemistry efforts

ASOs are chemically modified oligonucleotides. This is
because phosphodiester oligonucleotides are rapidly degraded by
exo- and endonucleases and lack the necessary affinity for re-
ceptor sequences in target RNAs. Though a great deal of me-
dicinal chemistry had been performed on nucleosides, no focused
effort to create the medicinal chemistry of oligonucleotides had
been performed in the early years. Thus, a broad-based program
that modified essentially every position in an oligonucleotide,
except sites required for Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding, was
developed andmany thousands ofmodifications have synthesized
and tested in vitro and in vivo. These modifications include those
involving the nucleobase, the sugar, and the phosphate. Addi-
tionally, numerous groups of diverse structures have been con-
jugated at the 5ʹand 3ʹ termini and various positions on the
nucleobase and the 2ʹ position of the sugar (1, 9). However, based
on first principles, the major focus was on the 2ʹ position of the
sugar and the phosphate, and indeed, the major advances in
performance derived from modifications at these sites. Since ds
ASOs or siRNAs are comprised of the same building blocks, the
medicinal chemistry created to modify ASOs served as the basic
chemical tool kit for siRNAs as well (10, 13, 14, 34, 35). Because
these advances have been stochastic, they have been dubbed
second-generation and generation 2.5 chemistries (3, 4).

More recently with the success of GalNAc conjugation in
targeted delivery of both ss PS ASOs and ds PS containing siR-
NAs (1, 3–5, 10, 35), focus has shifted to targeted delivery to
other tissues. Additionally, because of breakthroughs in under-
standing the molecular mechanisms by which PS ASOs induce
toxicities, site-specific modifications have evolved (3, 5, 36).

The molecular mechanisms by which ASOs produce their
effects

The major advances here are focused primarily on PS ASOs
and have included insights into the mechanisms of cellular up-
take anddistribution, pharmacodynamics, and cellular and organ
toxicity, and these in turn have resulted in new approaches to
enhance the performance of PS ASOs (1, 3, 4, 37, 38).

Process, analytical and manufacturing chemistries

In 1989, the synthesis of even gram quantities of PS ASOs
was impossible and prohibitively costly. Similarly, analytical
expression by acting as sponges for mRNAs or RNA-binding proteins. C, ant
mechanisms, including downregulation by induced NMD through altering sp
triggering mRNA no-go decay by binding to coding region of mRNAs (upper rig
expression by altering splicing to skip PTC containing exons (lower left pane
enhancing translation through masking translation inhibitory elements, includ
circles of different colors indicate proteins. CDS, coding region sequence; EJC,
mature termination codon; RISC, RNA-induced silencing complex; TIE, translatio
antisense oligonucleotides or miRNAs.
methods to determine the purity of PS ASOs were primitive as
were methods to measure PS ASOs and metabolites in bio-
logical systems. Advances in these areas were critical to the
development first of PS ASOs for rare diseases, then as po-
tency increased, the synthesis of the ton quantities of PS ASOs
necessary for very large indications. Similarly, analytical
methods have improved dramatically in precision and sensi-
tivity (1, 39).

In fact, considered from a process chemical perspective,
scale-up was comparatively simple as there were no new
chemistries that needed to be invented, no exotherms, or high-
pressure reactions, and PS ASOs are quite stable when stored
as dry powders. Today, at ton scale, cost of goods is sufficiently
low to support commercialization for very large indications
and even oral administration.

Structural classes of RTDs

Depending on the length, ss PS (or PO)-modified ASOs
range from approximately 6.5 to 7.5 kDa. Single-stranded
molecules behave as highly flexible rods and can adopt a
wide range of conformations in solution. Waters of hydration
and counterions are present at each PS (or PO) linkage (40,
41). The diffusion coefficient and behavior on filtration
confirm the claim that ss PS ASOs behave like flexible rods
(42). Molecular modeling demonstrates several interesting
characteristics of these molecules, including substantial flexi-
bility and partial helical structures. However, no modeling
studies have been reported for PS containing ASOs or the
chimeric PS ASOs that are broadly used today, but it is highly
likely that PS ASOs behave similarly to ss oligonucleotides in
solution. ASOs have a hydrophilic surface, the PS or PO
linkages and a hydrophobic surface, the nucleobases, and thus
are relatively amphipathic, an important property that affects
protein binding and consequently distribution and cell uptake
(5). The nucleobases in an ss ASO are free to engage in
Watson–Crick hybridization, hydrophobic, and base stacking
interactions with nucleic acids and amino acids.

A ds ASO (siRNA) is, of course, at least double the mo-
lecular weight of a comparable ss ASO. In an siRNA, the sense
strand meets the formal definition of a drug delivery device; it
is noncovalently bound, enhances the stability of the antisense
strand, and must be removed by the AGO2 loading complex
before the pharmacophore, the antisense strand, is active (10,
14, 34, 43). To date, very little information is available on
waters of hydration, counterions, or diffusion coefficients for
chemically modified ds ASOs, though a 2ʹ F ds RNA was
shown to have limited hydration (44), but it is reasonable to
conclude that these agents are also rod-like, but with wider
transverse dimensions and less flexibility than an ss ASO.
isense oligonucleotides can modulate gene expression through additional
licing (upper left), inhibit translation initiation by binding to cap region or
ht panels). In addition, antisense oligonucleotides can also upregulate gene
l) or by inhibiting EJC binding to inhibit NMD (lower middle panel) or by
ing uORF, TIE, miRNA-binding sites or even miRNAs (lower right panel). The
exon–exon junction complex; NMD, non-sense-mediated decay; PTC, pre-
n inhibit element; uORF, upstream open reading frame. The red bars indicate
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More importantly, ds ASOs present two hydrophilic faces and
the nucleobases are not free to engage in the stacking,
hydrogen bonding, or hydrophobic interactions that are
available to ss ASOs. These fundamental physicochemical
properties are reflected in quite significant differences in the
pharmacokinetic behavior of ss PS ASOs compared with ds PS
containing siRNAs, which will be discussed in the pharmaco-
kinetics section.

Oligonucleotide medicinal chemistry

As summarized above, the evolution of the medicinal
chemistry of oligonucleotides has been critical to the steadily
improving performance of ASOs in the clinic. More recently,
based on understanding the importance of protein binding to
the in vivo distribution, cell uptake, and subcellular distribu-
tion, focus has shifted to targeted delivery to specific cell types
and organ systems and point modifications that alter in-
teractions with specific cellular proteins (1, 3, 5). Two phos-
phate modifications have proven to be most valuable, PMO
(phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomer) and PS. The
PMO modification is neutral and is used in ASOs that have
been shown to be very modestly active at high doses only in
the treatment of patients with Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy
Figure 2. Oligonucleotide chemical modifications. A, commonly used bac
odiamidate morpholino oligomer; PO, phosphodiester; PS, phosphorothioate
locked nucleic acid; Me, 2’-O-methyl; MOE, methoxyethyl. C, ASO designs. Fu
modulate splicing and translation. Gapmer ASOs that contain DNA gap and act
modifications. To further improve ASO performance, 2’Me or MOP (methoxyp
gap region.

10 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
(DMD), a disease of skeletal muscles (3, 4, 45, 46). The PS
modification has proven far more important and is broadly
used in all major classes of ASOs and all chemically modified
siRNAs (Fig. 2A).

The replacement of one nonbridging oxygen with a sulfur
alters the physicochemical characteristics of the phosphate in
important ways. This modification results in the creation of a
chiral center at each internucleotide link, so not surprisingly,
the effects of the chiral centers have been extensively studied,
as have the effects of pure R or S isomers (47–51). Suffice it to
say that no reproducible systemic advantages for the use of
chirally pure PS ASOs have been identified. The issue of
chirality will be further developed as the results of recent
clinical studies with chirally pure PS ASOs are discussed a bit
later in this review. Because the sulfur atom is twice as large as
the oxygen atom, the charge distribution, bond angles, and
stretching of PS links differ substantially from PO linkages (41,
52). Put simply, the sulfur substitution spreads the charge and
makes the phosphate more “lipophilic,” thereby facilitating
binding to proteins. As a general rule, for proteins that require
PS moieties to bind ASOs, the minimum number of this
modification needed to support meaningful protein in-
teractions is 10. In ASOs that contain both PS and PO
kbone modifications. MOP, methoxypropyl phosphonate; PMO, phosphor-
. B, commonly used 2’ modifications. cEt, constrained ethyl; F, fluoro; LNA,
lly modified ASOs that do not activate RNase H1 are commonly used to
ivate RNase H1 are normally modified at both ends of ASOs with different 2’
ropyl phosphonate) modification is introduced into certain positions of the
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moieties, the placement of PS units plays an important role,
but, to date, no general rules have emerged, although PS
placed at 5ʹ end of ASOs tends to bind more proteins and have
higher affinities for key proteins (53, 54). The enhanced pro-
tein binding enabled by PS substitutions is critical as protein
binding of ss PS ASOs plays crucial roles in the absorption,
distribution, cellular uptake, intracellular distribution, activity,
and toxicity of PS ASOs. This topic will be discussed in detail
in a later section.

Appropriate modifications of the 2ʹ-position in the ribose
result in “pre-organization” of the RNA-PS ASO heteroduplex
and thus enhance the affinity for cognate sequences in target
RNAs. Commonly used 2ʹ modifications are listed in
Figure 2B. This in turn increases the potency of PS ASOs,
reducing the doses required to produce pharmacological ef-
fects (3, 9). Some 2ʹ modifications, e.g., 2ʹ-MOE, also sub-
stantially reduce proinflammatory effects (9, 55).

More recently, focus has shifted to target delivery to specific
tissues and cells. To date, the major success is the conjugation
of GalNAc moieties to PS ASOs and siRNAs to enhance
productive delivery to hepatocytes (1, 3–5, 10, 35). On average,
this modification increases the potency of PS ASO with 2ʹ-
MOE or cEt modifications 15- to 30-fold in humans (56). More
recently, encouraging data have been published showing that a
GLP-1 peptide conjugated to PS ASOs effectively delivered PS
ASOs for the first time to beta cells of the pancreas (57). Work
continues to evaluate other ligands to enhance productive
delivery of PS ASOs and siRNAs to other tissues and cells
(58–60).

Architectural features of ASOs

ASOs are oligomeric and comprised of nucleotide analogs.
Because ASOs can be designed to work through a variety of
post-RNA-binding mechanisms, numerous designs have been
evaluated. As new molecular mechanisms of action are iden-
tified and new insights into the molecular mechanisms of
distribution, cellular uptake and subcellular distributions, and
various toxicities are reported, the designs are becoming
progressively more complex. For example, ASOs of various
motifs and compositions including various 2ʹ modifications,
pendant groups, 5ʹ and 3ʹ termini and ever, more frequently,
select modifications of specific nucleotides are being incor-
porated (36, 61).

Length

A question that was answered early in the development of
antisense technology was: what is the optimal length of an
ASO? Theoretical calculations suggested that approximately 16
nucleotides should result in sufficient affinity to bind a cognate
sequence and sufficient specificity for an ASO to affect a single
transcript (33). The theoretical calculations were confirmed
experimentally (24). Affinity and specificity vary, as a function
of not only the length of the ASO but also the affinity per
nucleotide for the cognate sequence. Thus, as new higher-
affinity modifications were introduced, the length required to
achieve binding to a target RNA and induce pharmacological
effects was reduced. In fact, a 2ʹ-MOE chimeric PS ASO of 12
nucleotides was shown to effectively reduce a target expressed
in renal proximal convolutes tubules, sodium-glucose
cotransmitter 2 (SGLT2), in multiple species and to induce
changes in glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in man (62, 63).
However, the specificity for the cognate sequence versus all
other RNAs varies inversely with length to at least 18 to 20
nucleotides. Theoretical analyses and experimental results have
shown that higher-affinity PS ASOs have optimal affinity and
specificity between 16 and 18 nucleotides (64). The propensity
of PS ASOs to form self-structures that inhibit binding to
cognate sequences and other effects increases when ASO
length exceeds 20 to 22 nucleotides, resulting in current ap-
proaches being generally limited to 16 to 20 nucleotides (1, 33).

Designs of ASOs

PS ASOs designed to bind to sites involved in the processing,
translation, or degradation of target RNAs are typically fully 2ʹ
modified (Fig. 2C). The 2ʹ modifications are used to enhance
affinity for the target RNA and increase stability against nu-
cleases, the enzymes that degrade PS ASOs (PMOs are used to
alter splicing as well), and to avoid creating a heteroduplex that
is a substrate for enzymes that degrade the RNA in a DNA/
RNA-like duplex (RNase H1) or enzymes that degrade the
RNA in an RNA/RNA-like duplex (AGO2) (25–27). Any 2ʹ
modification or neutral backbone at the nucleotides involved
the enzymatic mechanism for either RNase H1 or AGO2 in-
hibits those enzymes (13, 65). Though, at first blush, designing
ASOs for occupancy-only mediated mechanisms of action is
straightforward, as new occupancy-only mechanisms are
discovered, PS ASO designs have become more complex. For
example, the affinity of an ASO designed to enhance the
translation of a protein by binding to an upstream reading
frame (uORF) translation initiation codon or a translation
inhibitory element (TIE) must be “fine-tuned” so that it pre-
vents the translation initiation complex from binding effectively
to the upstream translation initiation site or to bind to and
disrupt the structure of a TIE, yet be removed by helicases such
that translation read through can occur (7, 8). Therefore, these
ASOs may include fewer PS moieties, lower-affinity 2ʹ modifi-
cations such as 2ʹ methoxy and at the 3ʹ terminus, higher-
affinity nucleotides such as cEts. In contrast to PS ASOs that
are designed to bind to uORFs and TIEs, which are located in
the 5ʹ UTR of mRNAs, to exploit the No-Go Decay pathway, PS
ASOs must be fully 2ʹ modified and of high affinity, but must
bind in the coding region of the RNA (6).

In contrast, PS ASOs designed to cause degradation of
target RNAs by creating an ASO-RNA duplex that is a sub-
strate for a nuclease (as opposed to a complex pathway such as
the No-Go Decay pathway) must meet the specific re-
quirements imposed by the enzyme. RNase H1 requires a
minimum of deoxynucleotides and charged phosphate analogs
in the region of the ASO that participates in the enzymatic
mechanism. Since the enzyme behaves essentially as a pair of
calipers, the entire enzyme that measures the number of nu-
cleotides per helical turn (this is defined by whether the duplex
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 11
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is DNA/DNA, RNA/RNA, or DNA/RNA-like) and the cata-
lytic domain measures the width of the minor groove and
senses whether the phosphate and 2ʹ OH contributed by the
ASO are present (65). PS ASO must be designed to meet the
enzymes requirements, and this has led to the “gapmer” design
in which various 2ʹ and phosphate modifications can be used
in the “wings,” but only 2ʹ OH and PS or PO moieties are
tolerated in the portion of the ASO (the central gap) that
participates in the catalytic mechanism of RNase H1. Thus
“gapmers” can tolerate a wide range of modifications in the
wing and modifications at specific nucleotides in the gap can
be employed to make the cleavage selective for an even more
specific site or mutation and to alter interactions with proteins
to enhance the therapeutic index of PS ASOs (36, 61, 66).
Designing ss PS ASOs to create heteroduplexes that are sub-
strates for AGO2 is much more complex because of the
structural requirements of AGO2 and components of the
loading complex, specifically Dicer. In the end, by alternating
2ʹF and 2ʹOMe nucleosides, placing PS modifications only at
sites tolerated by AGO2 and employing a 3ʹ adenosine dinu-
cleotide to optimize interactions with Dicer and a stable
phosphate analog, 5ʹ vinyl (E) phosphonamidite to bind to the
phosphate binding pocket of AGO2 were ss ASOs active
in vivo (67). Once again, as new insights accumulate, the de-
signs of ASOs to exploit various mechanisms of action become
more complex and contain ever more site-specific modifica-
tions and cell and tissue targeting ligands (1).

Properties of ASOs currently being evaluated

PMO ASOs

Pharmacokinetics

PMOs are readily absorbed after subcutaneous (SQ)
administration, but to demonstrate even a modest pharma-
cological effect in the clinic, these two agents are dosed weekly
at 30 to 80 mg/kg, making SQ dosing unattractive. All three
approved drugs are administered as IV infusions. PMOs are
readily absorbed after SQ dosing (t1/2 absorption:
30–120 min). Though they do not bind plasma proteins (or
other proteins), they have a plasma elimination half-life of
approximately 2 to 15 h (68, 69). PMOs distribute to periph-
eral tissues, notably skeletal muscle, but detailed analyses of
tissue concentrations have not been published. They have been
reported to have tissue elimination half-lives of 7 to 14 days,
and the main route of elimination is as intact molecules in
urine (45, 69).

Pharmacodynamics

Because the internucleotide linkage in PMO ASOs is neutral
and RNase H1 requires a phosphate or charged phosphate
analog at internucleotide linkages near the site of cleavage of
RNA and because RNase H1 requires an RNA/DNA-like he-
lical conformation and minor groove dimensions, PMOs do
not support RNase H1 cleavage (45). Though to date no
studies of PMO ASOs or PMO-containing siRNAs have been
published, given the structural requirements to support AGO2
cleavage, it is highly unlikely that PMOs would support AGO2
12 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
cleavage (13). Thus, in principle, PMO ASOs can induce
pharmacological effects only via occupancy-only mechanisms
such as a steric block of translation or alterations in splicing
(45). To date, the only mechanism to display consistent activity
in mammalian cells has been the alteration of splicing (45). In
fact, the only transcript to be shown to be amenable to shifts in
splicing due to PMOs is dystrophin. The sole tissue in which
consistent pharmacological effects have been demonstrated is
skeletal muscle, and the only disease to show even modest
consistent benefit is DMD. Thus, in mammalian systems,
PMO ASOs have demonstrated very limited applicability.

Toxicology

In both animals and humans, PMO ASOs have been shown
to have excellent safety profiles.

Eteplirsen

To date, three PMO ASOs have been approved for com-
mercial use in a major market (Table 1). All three of these
PMO ASOs target the dystrophin transcript, work via the
same mechanism, have similar pharmacokinetics and po-
tencies, and are used to treat the same disease, DMD (Table 1).
Consequently, we will focus on eteplirsen, perhaps the best
characterized of the three provides a solid perspective on the
performance of PMOs in the clinic.

DMD is an X-linked genetic disease caused by mutations in
the dystrophin gene, a large gene with multiple introns and in
which a wide range of mutations have been observed. Dys-
trophin is an essential component of the sarcolemma. Thus, all
skeletal muscles are adversely affected by loss-of-function
mutations in dystrophin. The disease typically is manifested
around ages 3 to 5 and progresses where patients are confined
to wheelchairs as teenagers often leading to death in the 20s.
As all skeletal muscles are affected, pulmonary function also
declines with age.

Given the observations that some truncation mutations in
the dystrophin gene result in partially functional truncated
protein, the PMO strategy is to cause skipping of an exon that
results in a coding sequence that can be translated into a
partially functional partial protein. About 14% of DMD pa-
tients have mutations that are amenable to exon 51 skipping
resulting in a functional partial coding sequence and partial
protein. Eteplirsen is designed to cause exon 51 skipping. It has
been evaluated in several clinical trials in ambulatory DMD
patients typically at 30 to 50 mg/kg weekly as an IV infusion. In
shorter-term trials, evidence of increased dystrophin levels was
achieved, but little evidence of clinical benefit was observed.
However, longer-term studies have confirmed the increase in
dystrophin protein and modest clinical benefit. In ambulatory
patients, a 6-min walk test is usually performed. Upper limb
strength is also evaluated and is the main efficacy measure in
nonambulatory patients. Though eteplirsen resulted in a
modest reduction in the rate of loss in skeletal muscle per-
formance in a 6-min walk test, the differences were statistically
significant and even in patients who became nonambulatory,
upper limb strength and cardiac performance were stabilized
(70). In other studies, eteplirsen also reduced the progression
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in loss of lung function (71). Thus, for a select group of DMD
patients, this drug appears to be safe and effective therapy. The
approval of eteplirsen was controversial because the phase 3
trial failed to provide statistically compelling evidence of effi-
cacy. Furthermore, the FDA required that the manufacturer
note that production of functional protein has not been proven
in the label. Only a small fraction of DMD patients have this
specific mutation.

Impact of the PS modification on antisense technology

With the single exception of PMO drugs, all currently
employed ASOs and all chemically modified siRNAs contain at
least some PS linkages and, in many cases, PS moieties at all
internucleotide links (1, 5). The importance of PS modifica-
tions to RTDs cannot be overstated for without this modifi-
cation, it is unlikely that RTD technology would exist today.
Fortunately, as a result of progress reported in the past few
years, we now have detailed molecular mechanisms to explain
the effects of PS modified RTDs on their interactions in bio-
logical systems (3, 5). These will be discussed in subsequent
sections of this review. In this section, we will describe the
properties of the various chemical classes of PS ASOs.

Chiral PS ASOs

The substitution of sulfur for a nonbridging oxygen in a
phosphate group creates a chiral center at every PS linkage
(referred to as Sp and Rp), so in a fully phosphorylated 20 mer
compound, there are 219 Rp or Sp stereoisomers. Quite
naturally, significant efforts have been invested in developing
stereochemical synthetic schemes and in the evaluation of the
effect of chirality on the behavior of PS ASOs in biological
systems (72–74). It is thought that the increased nuclease
resistance of chirally impure PS ASOs is due to the sulfur
displacing the divalent cation that most nucleases use as a part
of the enzymatic mechanism from the catalytic center of the
enzymes. Alternatively, the sulfur may be less able to take on a
negative charge during the reaction (72). In either case, it is
sensible to assume that the Rp and Sp stereoisomers might
differ in their sensitivity to nucleases, and indeed, that is the
case. The Sp isomer is more nuclease-resistant than the Rp
isomer (47). So, an Sp chirally pure PS ASO is more stable to
nucleases than the Rp chirally pure ASO. Similarly, it is logical
to assume that the stereoisomers might differ in their effects
on hybridization of the PS ASO and the cognate RNA
sequence, and once again the assumption is correct. Unfor-
tunately, and not surprisingly, the Rp stereoisomer results in
improved affinity per Rp linkage compared with the Sp or a
diastereomeric chiral mixture. Thus, what is “seen” as the
more “natural” nucleic acid hybridizes to the cognate sequence
with higher affinity and is readily degraded by nucleases. This
means that a chirally impure diastereomeric PS ASO might
bind to the target RNA with somewhat lower affinity than
natural DNA and be more nuclease-resistant, and that is what
is observed.

Many PS ASOs are designed to activate RNase H1 and
therefore are chimeric with wings comprised of 2ʹ modified
sugars and a PS oligodeoxynucleotide gap (25). Since PS ASOs
interact with RNase H1 at both the hybrid binding domain and
in the catalytic center and the enzyme displays sequence
preferences for cleavage, one would expect that the overall
effects of chiral purity on activity and toxicity might be com-
plex, and indeed they are. But the bottom line is this: thorough
studies to evaluate the overall impact of chiral purity on ac-
tivity and toxicity have shown that chiral purity or chiral purity
at individual PS units provides no meaningful improvement in
therapeutic index and overall performance of PS ASOs (48).
Clinical results to date appear to reflect that theoretical
analysis.

Huntington’s disease (HD)

WVE-120101 and WVE-120102 are chirally pure PS 2ʹ
methoxy gapmer ASOs that target the mutant forms of Hun-
tingtin (HTT), rs362307 and rs362331, respectively, which are
currently under evaluation in two separate phase 1 b/2a
studies (75).

WVE-120102 was administered intrathecally at doses of 2 to
16 mg every 2 months to patients with HD. An interim analysis
was presented. No safety or tolerability data were shown, but
the drug was reported to be safe and well tolerated. A com-
parison of all patients treated at any dose level showed a 12.4%
reduction in mutant HTT protein in the CSF, achieving a p-
value <0.05, and an analysis of the effects on HTT protein at
each dose level suggested a dose–response relationship. The
study is now enrolling HD patients in the 32 mg every 2-week
cohort (76).

Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy

Suvodirsen (WVE-210201), a fully 2ʹmethoxy, 2ʹ-F modified
PS ASO with chirally pure PS moieties at selected sites
designed to increase skipping of exon 51, was evaluated at
doses of 0.5 to 10 mg/kg in a multidose 12-week study. While
safe and well tolerated, the drug did not show increases in
dystrophin protein in muscle in the phase 1 open-label
extension with weekly IV doses of 3.5 or 5.0 mg/kg. Nor was
there evidence of effects at any dose of any parameter tested
(77). Development of this PS ASO was subsequently termi-
nated (78).

2ʹ-O-methoxyethyl (2ʹ-MOE) PS ASOs

2ʹ-MOE is one of several thousand 2ʹ modifications of the
furanose evaluated (9). Obviously 2ʹ-MOE is substantially
bulkier than hydrogen and is more hydrophilic and thus more
hydrophilic. Because it fixes the furanose in a favorable
conformation in effect “pre-organizing the duplex,” 2ʹ-MOE
increases the Tm per nucleotide by more than 2 degrees. In a
typical chimeric ASO designed to serve as a substrate for
RNase H1, there is a central PS deoxynucleotide center of 8 to
10 nucleotides flanked by PS 2ʹ modified nucleotides. Thus, a
typical “gapmer” ASO has 8 to 10 2ʹ-MOE nucleotides
resulting an increase in affinity for cognate RNA sequences of
several orders of magnitude (79). This, in turn translates into a
10- to 20-fold increase in potency compared with PS
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 13
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oligodeoxynucleotides in animal models. Because it is not clear
that PS oligonucleotides administered systemically in humans
resulted in antisense-mediated pharmacological effects, direct
comparison with PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs is difficult, but a 50- to
100-fold increase in potency in humans is a reasonable esti-
mate. That the increase in affinity for the target RNA is not
fully reflected in the increase in potency compared with PS
oligodeoxynucleotides is explained by several factors. In a
“gapmer” ASO, the potential substrate for RNase H1 is
reduced to 8 to 10 nucleotides. Human RNase H1 requires at
least four contiguous deoxynucleotides to cleave RNA in an
ASO–RNA duplex, and enzyme activity is not optimal until
about eight contiguous deoxynucleotides are present. More-
over, human RNase H1 (and all mammalian RNase H1 en-
zymes) displays sequence preferences. Therefore, the efficiency
of the enzyme is substantially reduced (65).

The 2ʹ-MOE moiety provides additional significant advan-
tages. It substantially increases resistance to nucleases, the
enzymes that degrade PS ASOs. This is a result of the steric
bulk of the substitution and its hydrophilic character (79). This
translates into an increase in tissue elimination half-life from
about 48 h to 2 to 4 weeks facilitating weekly to monthly
systemic administration (79, 80). Additionally, 2ʹ-MOE sub-
stitution significantly reduces proinflammatory effects (55, 72).
The molecular mechanisms responsible for the reduced in-
flammatory effects are not fully understood, but probably
related to changes in interactions with toll-like receptors
(TLRs), particularly TLR 9 (72, 79).

PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs are, by far, the best characterized of any
RTD chemical or structural class. More than 10,000 patients in
clinical trials have been treated at doses that range from 50 mg
to 1200 mg/weekly and treatment durations ranging from
6 weeks to >5 years. In the integrated safety database for 2ʹ-
MOE ASOs, there are data from more than 8000 patients
treated in randomized, placebo-controlled trials (56, 81, 82).
Systemic delivery of PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs is achieved after IV, SQ,
and IM administration. Mipomersen, a PS 2ʹ-MOE gapmer
ASO designed to reduce apoB-100, the key structural protein
of LDL cholesterol, has also been administered orally to several
species in enteric-coated (to prevent acid-dependent precipi-
tation and depurination in the stomach) formulations con-
taining decanoic acid (C10) as a penetration enhancer. In
humans, approximately 6% oral bioavailability and statistically
significant reductions of plasma apoB-100 and LDL cholesterol
were observed in normal volunteers (83). The total dose and
number of capsules required meant that this formulation was
not appropriate for commercial use. However, the study pro-
vided important proof of principle and suggested that with
more potent ASOs, commercially attractive oral dosing might
be achievable. Administration for local therapy has been ach-
ieved after intravitreal (IVT), aerosol, intradermal, intrathecal
(IT), and rectal administration (3).

The pharmacokinetics of PS MOE ASOs have been well
studied in multiple species, including humans. After SQ or IM
administration, these agents are rapidly and completely
absorbed (t1/2 absorption approximately 60 min). They are
protein bound in plasma (>90% at doses of 300 mg/week in
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man), and the main proteins in plasma to which they bind have
been identified (5, 84). Albumin is the major protein that binds
to the ASOs with a kd of approximately 13 μM, but they do not
bind to the major drug-binding sites in that protein. They are
then rapidly distributed to peripheral tissues with the liver,
kidney, fat cells, and spleen accumulating the most drug at low
doses. At higher doses, those tissues saturate and distribution
to secondary tissues occurs. The suborgan distribution has also
been characterized in the liver and kidney after systemic
administration and the CNS and lung after local administra-
tion. They are cleared slowly from peripheral tissues with
elimination half-lives of 2 to 4 weeks (3, 4, 72, 80). Elimination
after IT administration is limited by the flow of CSF and
supports quarterly or less frequent dosing. Clearance from the
lung after aerosol delivery is similar to other tissues after
systemic administration and therefore, weekly aerosol dosing
is typical. Systemic bioavailability after either IT or aerosol
administration is limited and since the doses by either route
are quite low, little systemic exposure results from ASOs
delivered by either route. Elimination is due to endo- and
exonuclease digestion with clearance of metabolites (oligonu-
cleotide fragments) in urine (3, 4, 72, 80)

After SQ administration, the ED50 for targets expressed in
hepatocytes is about 150 mg/week in man. Somewhat higher
doses are required for other tissues and doses correlate well
with the distribution of PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs. Dose–response
curves are log-linear (79). Thus, these agents are straightfor-
ward to administer, and different PS ASOs of class behave
quite similarly, which facilitates dose selection and develop-
ment (79, 80). The safety profile is very well understood after
administration by all routes of delivery (37, 81, 82).

All PS ASOs result in peak plasma-related transient inhi-
bition of clotting, which has proven of no clinical significance.
In nonhuman primates (NHP), they also result in peak plasma-
related activation of the alternative complement cascade, but
in humans this, once again, has not been an issue. All PS ASOs
result in transient clinically insignificant reduction in platelet
count of about 20 to 30%, which is also peak plasma concen-
tration dependent. The most common adverse event in
humans is injection site reactions (ISRs) after SQ administra-
tion that are dose-dependent and typically mild, but can be
associated with discontinuation of treatment. At a dose of
300 mg/week, two PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs, volanesorsen and ino-
tersen, are associated with clinically significant thrombocyto-
penia in a few patients suffering from familial
chylomicronemia (FCS) (85) and transthyretin amyloidosis
(TTR amyloidosis). In TTR patients, the mechanism of
thrombocytopenia appears to be related to ASO-dependent
antiplatelet antibodies (86).

PS 2ʹ S-constrained ethyl (cEt)

PS 2ʹ S-constrained ethyl (cEts), also referred to as gen-
eration 2.5 PS ASOs, contain a bicyclic sugar that constrains
the furanose surrogate to adopt a conformation favorable to
hybridization to RNA. Therefore, the affinity per nucleotide
for RNA is increased by approximately 2º in thermal melting
experiments compared with PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs. cEts are
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members of the bicyclic sugar modification class, several of
which have been evaluated preclinically and in the clinic.
Another 2ʹ bicyclic sugar, locked nucleic acid (LNA) results
in even greater affinity per nucleotide than the cEt modifi-
cation (9, 87). The increase in affinity per nucleotide of the
cEt modification leads to an approximately tenfold increase
in potency. In addition to the obvious benefit of being able to
employ lower doses in tissues that accumulate PS ASOs at
low doses, in principle an increase in potency might enhance
the pharmacological activity in tissues that accumulate less
PS ASOs, such as various types of cancer or skeletal muscle.
The likelihood that an increased activity in lower accumu-
lating tissues is enhanced because the pharmacokinetic be-
haviors of 2ʹ PS MOE, PS 2ʹ-cEt, and PS 2ʹ LNA ASOs are
quite similar. Indeed, this supposition has been proven to be
true.

Arguably, the best example of using an increase in potency
to achieve better pharmacological activity in a tissue in which
lower concentrations accumulate is various types of cancer.
PS 2ʹ- MOE ASOs have been thoroughly evaluated in mul-
tiple cancer types against a variety of targets. At very high
doses (>900 mg/week IV), limited pharmacological activity
was observed is a few malignant cells, e.g., prostate or
lymphoid tissues, but certainly insufficient to justify com-
mercial approval (79). STAT3 2.5 LRx is a PS 2ʹ cEt targeting
STAT3, a well-understood target necessary for survival of
cancers. Broad phase 2 studies of this drug demonstrated
meaningful antitumor activity in several cancers including
head and neck (88).

However, the enhanced potency of PS cEt ASOs was asso-
ciated with a significant increase in both the incidence and
severity of cytotoxicity compared with PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs in
multiple cell lines in vitro and hepatotoxicity in mouse, rats,
and NHP. PS LNA ASOs are another example of constrained
carbohydrate containing ASOs. As mentioned previously, the
LNA substitution results in approximately double the increase
in Tm per nucleotide and thus was considered quite prom-
ising. Screening of PS LNA ASOs demonstrated an increase in
the incidence and severity of cytotoxicity and hepatoxicity that
was even greater than observed with PS cEt ASOs (9, 87,
89–92). In humans, PS LNA ASOs caused severe hepatotox-
icity, thrombocytopenia, and nephrotoxicity (90, 93). The
apparent correlation between affinity increases beyond that
provided by the 2ʹ-MOE substitution resulted in speculation
that the toxicities of very high affinity PS ASOs is due to off-
target hybridization and RNase H1 cleavage. Cleavage of very
large transcripts was thought to be a principle driver of the
toxicities because in very long transcripts, there is a higher
probability of sequences that are near or perfect matches to the
cognate sequence for which the ASO was designed (89). When
RNase H1 knockout mice were created and studied, the hy-
pothesis was apparently confirmed because the hepatotoxicity
of the very high affinity PS ASOs was substantially ameliorated
(89, 94). However, additional work that will be discussed
defined a step-by-step mechanism to explain the behavior of
most toxic PS ASOs that is entirely unrelated to off-target
hybridization (36).
PS 2ʹ-MOE GalNAc ASOs

Targeted delivery to hepatocytes has had an important
positive impact of PS ss ASOs and an even more profound
influence on modified PS containing DS ASOs, siRNAs (38).
The conjugation of a GalNAc to PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs increases
the potency of these agents in humans by 15- to 30-fold
compared with the parent molecules by enhancing produc-
tive delivery of PS MOEASOs to hepatocytes without altering
the overall distribution of these drugs to peripheral tissues (1,
11, 56, 95–98). Fortunately, it has been possible to compare
the behavior of GalNAc conjugated PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs to the
behavior of the unconjugated ASO in several clinical trials,
including large phase 2 studies (56).

To highlight this increase in potency observed in the clinic,
the dose–response curves for target reduction of three liver-
derived proteins that are present in plasma are presented
and adding a GalNAc targeting ligand consistently increases
potency by 15- to 30-fold compared with the parent PS 2ʹ-
MOE PS ASO. The increased potency supports 15- to 30-fold
lower dosing, which results in reduction to nearly zero events
that could affect compliance such as ISRs and fever and chills
that occur in a few patients with 200 to 300 mg/week doses of
the parent drugs. Moreover, the GalNAc-conjugated PS 2ʹ-
MOE ASOs can be administered monthly to quarterly with
essentially no safety or tolerability issues.

A comparison of the performance of Factor XIRx, a well-
behaved PS MOE ASO that targets a critical hepatocyte-
derived clotting factor in the intrinsic coagulation pathway
to the behavior of Factor XI-LRx, the same PS MOE ASO, is
another example of the power of GalNAc conjugation. The
parent PS 2ʹ-MOE ASO has completed several phase 2 studies
and is poised to enter phase 3 trials. In a study of 300 patients
who underwent voluntary knee replacement, three dose levels
of the ASO were studied and compared with the standard of
care, heparin and the 300 mg/week dose showed a sevenfold
lower incidence of deep vein thrombosis with no significant
increase in bleeding (99, 100). A similar profile has been
observed in patients with end-stage renal disease. The GalNAc
version of the Factor XI PS MOE ASO has advanced to phase 2
studies. These agents represent a substantial advance in the
management of thromboembolic disorders, and the discovery
of these agents is representative of the power of antisense
technology. In mice, multiple liver-derived clotting factors
were reduced simultaneously with PS MOE ASOs without
evidence of nonspecificity and no adverse events. All of the
ASOs were then evaluated in various models of thrombosis,
and the Factor XI ASO displayed a clearly more attractive
profile than other factors (101).
PS cEt GalNAc ASOs

Recall that PS cEt and PS MOE ASOs share common
pharmacokinetic properties, but PS cEt ASOs are approxi-
mately ten times more potent. Not surprisingly, conjugating a
GalNAc moiety increases the potency for hepatocyte targets by
15- to 30-fold resulting in the most potent chemical class of PS
ASOs identified to date. The ED50 of PS cEt ASOs is 1 to
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 15
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3 mg/week, meaning the total annual dose for a patient is 50 to
150 mg. Obviously then, given that the elimination half-life
from tissues is 3 to 4 weeks as discussed previously and the
excellent safety profile of the current cET PS Gal-nac ASOs,
monthly, quarterly, or semiannual dosing SQ is feasible (1, 3,
4). Though the total clinical experience is less than with PS 2ʹ-
MOE GalNAc ASOs, several hundred humans have been
treated systemically (SQ) and by aerosol administration. To
date, no ISRs and no drug-related adverse events have been
observed.

Given the oral bioavailability and oral activity demonstrated
by 2ʹ-MOE mipomersen (a PS 2ʹ- MOE ASO) in several spe-
cies including humans (102, 103), the enormous increase in
potency achieved by combining the cEt and GalNAc modifi-
cations suggests that a PS 2ʹ cEt GalNAc ASO might be
bioavailable at doses and formulations that are commercially
attractive. Indeed, that appears to be the case. Formulated
essentially as mipomersen, PS cEt GalNAc ASOs to several
different targets expressed in hepatocytes were approximately
7 to 10% bioavailable and reduced their specific mRNAs in
several animal species (3, 83, 104, 105). One of these ASOs is
currently undergoing clinical testing of both the SQ and oral
forms of the drug (103, 106).

That the intact PS cEt GalNAc ASO was found in the liver
in all species studied is an interesting observation because the
GalNAc moiety is coupled to the PS ASO via a cleavable linker
suggesting that a clinically meaningful fraction of the intact
drug is absorbed from the gut. The observation that significant
pharmacological activity was observed in humans at a dose
that can be administered in a single capsule or tablet and at
this dose suggests that commercially attractive oral adminis-
tration of this chemical class of PS ASOs is feasible, which
would be a major advance in the technology that could expand
the breadth of utility of antisense drugs yet again (3, 83, 103).

PS 2ʹ F ASOs and siRNAs

A fluoro (F) substitution at the 2ʹ deoxy position is another
modification that has been studied. It is rarely used in PS
ASOs, but is still frequently substituted at a number of
nucleotide positions in both the sense and antisense strands of
siRNAs and is present at some level in almost all GalNAc-
conjugated siRNAs (1, 10, 35, 43, 107). It is, of course, elec-
tron withdrawing and hydrophobic. It increases the Tm per
nucleotide by approximately 2º, but does not impart any
resistance to degradation by nucleases (9). Several properties
of 2ʹ F nucleosides and 2ʹ F containing oligonucleotides have
generated concern. The ultimate metabolic product of any
oligonucleotide is a nucleotide, which may be further metab-
olized by phosphatases. 2ʹ F nucleotides and nucleosides are
substrates for the enzymes of the nucleotide salvage pathway
and therefore are incorporated into DNA and RNA and
inhibitory of both DNA and RNA polymerases (5, 108). 2ʹ F
nucleoside analogs have been studied extensively as anticancer
and antiviral agents and were found to be quite toxic. Fialur-
idine (FIAU), a fluoro-containing nucleoside analog that
showed promise initially, but in humans resulted in severe
16 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
hepatotoxicity, mitochondrial dysfunction, metabolic acidosis,
and death (104, 109). More recently, PS and 2ʹ F containing
ASOs were shown to be hepatotoxic due to binding avidly to
and causing the cellular degradation of several paraspeckle
proteins including P54nrb (Non-POU domain-containing
octamer-binding protein) and PSF (splicing factor proline
and glutamine rich), which resulted in P53 activation, necrosis,
and apoptosis in vitro and in mouse liver (110, 111). This issue
is an important concern because most currently used siRNAs
contain 2ʹ F nucleotides, and several have been terminated
from development, including revusiran. Revusiran is GalNAc-
conjugated siRNA that contains 2ʹ F, 2ʹ methoxy and PS
moieties. It is designed to treat patients with TTR amyloidosis.
A phase 3 study of patients with TTR cardiomyopathy was
discontinued because treated patients experienced severe
hepatotoxicity, metabolic acidosis, and death significantly
greater than the placebo group. The concern is exacerbated by
the fact that details of all the adverse events including time
courses for affected patients, as well as mechanistic studies in
those patients have never been published (3, 106, 112). Rather,
a superficial report of the study that suggested a minor dif-
ference in the age of patients in the revusiran arm of the study
might be accountable. However, in a later published mecha-
nistic study in animals, the authors concluded that most likely
cause of the adverse events was off-target effects due to the
promiscuity of AGO2 (106, 112).

PS 2ʹ LNA ASOs

As discussed earlier, PS 2ʹ LNA ASOs are more toxic in
in vitro assays and mouse and NHPs than other 2ʹ modified PS
drugs. In the clinic, several different PS 2ʹ LNA ASOs were
shown to be toxic with severe thrombocytopenia, severe liver
toxicity, and nephrotoxicity being observed. Thus, no clinical
trials with ASOs of this chemical class are currently underway.
However, efforts to select safe LNA-modified ASOs and to
ameliorate the toxicities continue.

PS ASO interactions with proteins

Several years ago, the conceptual basis and practice of
antisense technology underwent a tectonic shift occasioned by
cumulative data that supported the conclusion that the fate of
PS ASOs in biological systems is defined by proteins (5). This
means that if a PS ASO is found at a site in a biological system,
a protein or proteins are responsible for the PS ASO being
there. It also means that all known post-RNA-binding mech-
anisms are mediated by proteins and often can be influenced
by other proteins. Finally, it means that the major mechanism
that explains the toxicities of some PS ASOs, irrespective of 2ʹ
modification, is driven by unique interactions with paraspeckle
proteins and RNase H1 that cause the formation of a unique
PS ASO ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) that relocalize to the
nucleolus causing nucleolar toxicity and apoptosis (3, 5, 36, 65,
113). Two lines of research, targeted delivery and studies on
molecular mechanisms, drove the advances in understanding
PS ASO behavior and the shift in focus. The data supporting
this important conclusion is substantial, continues to
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accumulate, and will be discussed as part of the discussions of
pharmacokinetics, cell uptake and distribution, mechanisms of
pharmacodynamics, and toxicities.

For more than 2 decades, the primary focus was to under-
stand the specifics of PS ASO interactions with RNA. In effect,
the field was focused on the nucleic acid language and grati-
fyingly, today we have a solid working knowledge of the factors
that determine the ability of a specific PS ASO of a specific
chemical class to bind specifically to its cognate “receptor”
sequence (Table 2).We also have a large chemical toolbox (1,
3–5, 9, 25) such that the primary focus today is to understand
the effects that posttranscriptional modifications may have on
PS ASO–RNA interactions. However, given the obvious
importance of PS ASO interactions with proteins, during the
last several years substantial efforts to understand the chem-
istry of PS ASO–protein interactions have rapidly yielded
important and useful insights (5).

Several high-yield efficient assays contributed to the rapid
progress. A biotin pull-down assay with PS ASOs as bait and a
variety of PS ASOs used as competitors has supported rapid
identification of the total proteins that bind a specific PS ASO,
identifying how different cellular conditions affect PS ASO–
protein interactions and preliminary structure–activity re-
lationships (5, 53, 114). A modification of the NanoBRET assay
that was originally designed to measure protein interactions
that supports the evaluation of PS ASO–protein interactions
has been particularly instrumental because it is rapid, works
well with isolated proteins or mixtures, does not require a
protein-specific antibody (antibodies to nano-luciferase can be
used), supports direct or competitive binding assays, is rapid,
reproducible, and consistent with other binding assays. This
procedure even supports estimating the region in a protein
that binds and the orientation of the oligonucleotide (5, 115,
116). A modified NanoBiT assay has allowed the evaluation of
the binding of PS ASOs in live cells, the characterization of the
RNP complexes that some PS ASOs induce, and the effects of
PS ASOs on the proteins with which they interact (36, 117).
The Bio-ID assay has played an important role in under-
standing the compositions of various PS ASO-induced
protein–protein and RNP complexes (L. Zhang et al.,
unpublished).
Table 2
Structure activity relationships of PS ASO-RNA and PS-ASO protein
interactions

PS ASO Protein

U Phosphorothioates U Domains (for key proteins)
o Number U Structures
o Placement U Charge

U Charge U Hydrophobicity
U 20 modifications - Modifications
o Hydrophobicity - Acylation
o Number - Mesylation
o Orientation (50 or 30) - Phosphorylation

- Sequence - Glycosylation
U Base modifications - Lipidation
- Pendant groups (conjugates) - Ubiquitinylation

U More solid knowledge.
- Less knowledge.
Interactions with proteins in blood

PS ASOs of all chemical classes interact with plasma pro-
teins and proteins on the surface of cells resident in plasma,
including platelets (72, 80). The interactions with plasma
proteins play critical roles in the pharmacokinetics of PS ASOs
as well as toxicities. The plasma proteins that bind PS 2ʹ-MOE
ASOs have been well characterized (Table 3) (84), and it is
likely that other PS chemical classes experience similar in-
teractions, but to date, these have not been evaluated. Sub-
stantial binding to plasma proteins requires a minimum of 10
to 12 PS moieties. Since PS ASOs are water-soluble, 6 to 7 kDa
molecular weight molecules, were they not to bind to plasma
proteins, they would be cleared by glomerular filtration. At
therapeutic doses, >90% of circulating PS ASO is bound to
plasma proteins. Albumin is the main repository for these
compounds in blood, but PS ASOs also interact with higher
affinity with many other plasma proteins. Although PS ASOs
do bind to sites bound by small-molecule drugs on albumin,
no albumin binding related drug–drug interactions have been
observed (72, 80).

Model proteins

Table 4 provides a full list of cellular proteins with which PS
ASOs interact. Table 4A lists the membrane-localized proteins
while Table 4B summarizes the intercellular proteins with
which PS ASOs interact. As expected, many proteins that have
nucleic acid binding domains that bind PS ASOs have been
identified, but others that do not have canonical nucleic acid
binding domains bind PS ASOs as well. This table also dem-
onstrates that interactions with proteins can affect essential
every facet of PS ASO behavior. Given the number and di-
versity of the proteins that bind PS ASOs, a few were selected
for detailed characterization (Table 5 & Fig. 3A). All proteins
selected were known to bind to PS ASOs. Other considerations
were important, including the characteristics of the domains
expressed, the number of sites for PS ASO binding, the effects
of the protein on the pharmacological activity, the subcellular
localization or PS ASO toxicity, and the subcellular localiza-
tion of the protein. PC4 was of particular interest because a
crystal structure of the protein complexed with a PO oligo-
deoxynucleotide has been published (118–120). While the
other model proteins are important, substantial advances in
characterizing the biochemistry of PS ASOs have been re-
ported, and the overall progress has been summarized recently
(5). Consequently, in this review, we will simply discuss the
general principles that have been identified.

� PS ASOs bind to many more proteins with greater affinity
than PO oligonucleotides.

� The principal reasons for the enhanced interactions of PS
ASOs with proteins are the relatively greater lipophilicity of
the PS moiety compared with PO and the size of the sulfur,
which increase the area over which the negative charge is
spread.

� Though PS ASOs interact extensively with nucleic acid
domains, they also bind to proteins that have no canonical
nucleic acid domains. They also bind to non–nucleic acid
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 17



Table 3
Plasma proteins that interact with PS ASOs

Protein pI Plasma Conc. (μM) Kd (μM) Function

Serum Albumin 4.8 600 12.7 Carrier of acidic/neutral/lipophilic molecules,
control of osmolality

IgG 6.6–7.2 75 1.6 Antibody, humoral immunity
Apolipoprotein A-I 5.6 40 5.3 Lipoparticle, heparan binding protein (HBP)
Apolipoprotein A-II 5.7 24 >500 Lipoparticle, HBP
Complement Factor C3 6.0 20 0.5 Innate immunity, HBP
Transferrin 5.6 12 7.0 Iron transport
α-1 Antitrypsin 4 11 >100 Protease inhibitor
Haptoglobin 5.6 11 54.7 Free plasma Hb binding
Hemopexin 8.5 9.9 13.9 Heme scavenger
Fibrinogen 5.5 9 0.87 Blood clotting, HBP
α-2-Macroglobulin 6.5 6 0.05 Protease inhibitor
Prealbumin/TTR 4.6 6 132 Transport of thyroxin and retinol
Antithrombin III 4.9–5.3 3.5 8.7 Inactivates coagulation enzymes, HBP
α-1-Antichymotrypsin 6.0 3.3 21.3 Serine protease inhibitor
β-2-Glycoprotein 9.1 2.7 57.1 Binds cardiolipin, anticoagulant
Ceruloplasmin 5.4 2 22.6 Copper carrier protein
α-1 Acid Glycoprotein 2.7 1.7 >500 Carrier of basic/neutral lipophilic molecules,

acute-phase protein (APP)
Complement Component C1q NA 1.6 3.4 Immunoglobulin binding protein
Complement Factor C4 6.6 1.4 0.43 Innate immunity, HBP
Histidine-rich glycoprotein 6.5 1.3 0.009 Immunity, vascularization, coagulation, HBP, APP
Plasminogen 6.2 1.2 2.1 Dissolves fibrin blood clots
Fibronectin 5.5–6.0 0.9 0.54 Cell adhesion, hemostasis, HBP
ApoB100 6.6 0.7 >10 Lipoparticle, HBP
Factor H 6.2 0.6 0.5 Regulates alternative complement pathway
Apolipoprotein E 5.4 0.5 0.027 Chylomicrons, lipoparticle, HBP
Factor V 5.7 0.02 0.032 Coagulation, cofactor

Adapted from ref (84).
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binding domains in proteins with nucleic acid binding
domains.

� The number and placement of PS moieties are influential in
PS ASO–protein binding.

� Ionic interactions with cationic amino acid side chains play
an important role, but hydrophobic and base-stacking in-
teractions with aromatic amino acids are also prominent
and important.

� Many proteins bind preferentially to the 5ʹ pole of both
“gapmer ASOs” and fully 2ʹ modified PS ASOs with binding
footprints that typically involve 7 to 9 nucleotides. The most
likely reason for this is the partial helical character of ss
oligonucleotides.

� Though most proteins prefer the 5ʹ pole of PS ASOs, there
are a few proteins that are indifferent to the poles and others
that prefer the 3ʹ pole.

� The nature of the 2ʹ substitution plays a critical role in total
proteins bound and the interactions of many specific pro-
teins and PS ASOs.

� The binding of PS ASOs to many proteins is significantly
affected by the sequence of the PS ASO.

� Nucleolin (NCL) is an interesting exception to many of the
general observations. It has four nucleic acid binding do-
mains to which PS ASOs bind, but each domain appears to
be promiscuous regarding the orientation, 2ʹ modification,
or sequence of PS ASOs.

� Though waters of hydration and counterions are present at
each internucleotide link, no obvious effects on binding
have been identified to date.

� For membrane-localized proteins, the phospholipid compo-
sition and stability of the membrane influence PS ASO–
protein binding and the cellular uptake and endosomal
18 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
release of PS ASOs, there is no evidence of direct interactions
of PS ASO with membrane phospholipids (121, 122).
PS ASOs affect the fates of many of the proteins with which
they interact

The corollary of the statement that proteins determine the
fate of PS ASO, that PS ASOs affect the fate of many of the
proteins with which they interact, is also true (3, 5). For
example, PS 2ʹ F ASOs have been shown to cause rapid cellular
degradation of paraspeckle proteins (111), induce the forma-
tion of several protein–PS ASO–protein or PS ASO–RNP
aggregates in both the cytoplasm and nucleus, and even
replace long noncoding RNAs as architectural organizing el-
ements (3, 5, 29, 36, 61, 117, 123). PS ASOs can also cause
cellular mislocalization of the proteins and formation of the
protein–PS ASO–RNA aggregates (3, 5, 36, 114, 117, 124,
125). The earliest aggregate observed microscopically was
called a PS body. These structures were shown to be nuclear
and innocuous. Subsequently, the compositions of PS bodies
have shown to be quite simple and include the PS ASO and a
single protein, TCP1β (53, 114). Under conditions of stress, PS
bodies can be observed in the cytoplasm and contain several
TCP isoforms. PS ASOs not only localize in P-bodies, cyto-
plasmic RNP granules, but also in cell lines incapable of
forming P-bodies, and can induce P-body-like aggregates
(124). PS ASOs can be found in stress granules as well under
certain conditions (126). Numerous additional aggregates of
paraspeckle proteins, RNAs, PS ASOs, and nonparaspeckle
proteins such as RNase H1 have been shown to form in the
nucleus and the nucleolus (3, 5, 36, 117). Each aggregate forms
at relatively specific concentrations after transfection or



Table 4
Cellular proteins that bind PS ASOs

A. PS ASO binding proteins localized to plasma membranes

Protein Effects on ASO activity Ref.

ASGPR Enhance (224)
EGFR Enhance (121)
LDLR N/D S. Wanget al., unpublished
M6PR Enhance (164)
TLRs (mediate inflammatory effects) (225)
Stabilin Enhance (226)
SRB N/D S. Wang et al., unpublished
Nucleolin N/D (227)

B. Cellular PS-ASO binding proteins

Protein Feature
ASO activity upon
protein knockdown ASO localization

Impact on
ASO toxicity

ASO-protein
colocalization References

Nucleic acid binding proteins (33)
Ago2 RNA Binding Reduced (free uptake) Not characterized Yes (P-bodies) (228)
CArG binding factor RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized (53)
DDX21 RNA binding Yes Yes Yes (toxic ASO) L. Zhang et al.,

unpublished
DHX30 RNA binding No change No change (53)
EIF2S2 RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
eIF4H RNA binding No change No change
GRSF RNA binding No change No change
HMGB1 DNA binding No change No change No
hnRNP D1Like RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
hnRNPA1 RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized (229)
hnRNPA2 RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized (53)
hnRNPF RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
hnRNPH1 RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
hnRNPK RNA binding Increase Yes Yes (123)
hnRNPQ RNA binding No change No change (53)
hnRNPU RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
hnRNPUL RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
ILF2 RNA binding Not characterized Not characterized
ILF3 RNA binding No change No change
KHSRP RNA binding No change No change
Ku70 DNA binding Increase No change No
Ku80 DNA binding Increase No change No
La/SSB RNA binding Reduce Yes No
NCL RNA binding No change No change Yes (toxic ASO) (230)
NPM1 RNA binding Reduce Yes Yes (toxic ASO) (53)
P54nrb RNA/DNA binding Increase Yes Yes Yes (123)
PC4/Sub1 DNA binding Reduce No change No (53)
PSF RNA/DNA binding Increase Yes Yes Yes (123)
PSPC1 RNA binding Increase Yes Yes (53)
RHA RNA binding No change No change
RNase H1 DNA/RNA duplex binding Reduce No change Yes
RNF163/ZNF9 DNA binding No change No change
YBX1 protein RNA binding No change Not characterized Yes

Chaperone proteins (11)
GRP78/Bip Chaperone protein No change No change (53)
HSC70 Chaperone protein Reduce No change No X.H. Liang et al.,

unpublished
HSP90-AA1 Chaperone protein Reduce No change Yes No (54)
Hsp90-AB Chaperone protein Reduce No change Yes
HSPA1L Chaperone protein Not characterized Not characterized (53)
TCP1-alpha Chaperone protein Reduce Not characterized Yes (LE) (114)
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electroporation and all display unique kinetics of formation,
migration, and dissolution. Remarkably, most of these aggre-
gates are benign, with nucleolar accumulation of toxic PS
ASOs, paraspeckle proteins, RNase H1, and other proteins
being the exception (3–5).

Molecular mechanisms of pharmacodynamics

Identification of the optimal sites within a target RNA for PS
ASOs to bind

Target RNAs, which are highly structured, are all elements
of complex RNPs. The structure of the target RNAs is one of
the major factors that defines the activity of an ASO. Because
these structures must be invaded by the ASO to allow
Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding between the ASO and the
cognate sequence (the factors that influence PA ASO activity
are discussed in a later section), screening multiple sites in a
target RNA is a critical component of antisense drug discovery
(64). Of course, target RNAs vary in length and structure, as
well as the types of repeated sequences that are present. The
longer a transcript, the more likely there will be sequences that
are similar enough to the cognate sequence to support ASO
binding and RNase H1 cleavage. Therefore, numerous sites
throughout the transcript are screened. Thanks to 30 years of
RNA site screening experience and insights in the molecular
mechanisms resulting in the effects observed, in silico analyses
assure that PS ASOs with motifs that may be problematic, such
as clusters of guanosines, are not even tested. As a rule, at least
several hundred sites are screened, where activity will range
from 0 to 90%.

Typically, 20 to 50 PS ASOs will be selected for full dose–
response evaluations and assessment of specificity for the
target RNA. At Ionis, this process is fully automated and very
rapidly results in multiple candidate PS ASOs ready to be
tested in animal models (64, 105).

A typical example is the identification of Apo(a)Rx and the
GalNAc conjugated form of Apo(a)Rx, pelacarsen. The apo(a)
gene is relatively large (13.3 Kb) and more than 2200 PS 2ʹ-
MOE gapmer ASOs were screened. Since there are ten kringle
domains, and these structures contain repetitive sequences
and previous work had shown that PS ASOs that target re-
petitive cognate sites in transcripts have significantly enhanced
potency (127, 128), particular attention was focused on these
repeat sequences, and indeed, the most potent PS ASO was
targeted to one of those sites that binds to the exon 24 to 25
splice site of the mature human apo(a) transcript (127). The
GalNAc form of the PS 2ʹ-MOE targets the same site. The
selection of this site demonstrates how facile and automated
the basic screening process is as the process consumed a few
weeks and very limited resources because of the automation. It
also reflects the importance of basic research into the molec-
ular mechanisms of PS ASOs and the interplay between new
knowledge and screening processes. Both the parent PS 2ʹ-
MOE ASO and the GalNAc version selectively reduced apo(a)
mRNA and protein in multiple species, and the GalNAc
version was approximately 30-fold more potent in humans.
The GalNAc PS 2ʹ-MOE ASO, pelacarsen, has completed a



Table 5
Characteristics of model PS-ASO-binding proteins

Model proteins DNA/RNA binding RBD/DBD ASO binding ASO activity Toxic ASO response ASO/protein localization

NCL RNA 4 4 No Mislocalize No
FUS RNA 1 2 No Mislocalize Colocalization
SSBP1 DNA 1 1 No N/A No
La RNA 2 2 Enhance No ASO Nuclear retention
PC4 DNA 1 1 Enhance N/A No
P54 RNA/DNA 2 2 Inhibit Mislocalize Colocalization
PSF RNA 2 2 Inhibit Mislocalize Colocalization
H1 Hybrid 2 2 Essential Mislocalize No (adjacent)
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placebo-controlled study in 286 patients who had experienced
a prior cardiovascular event, had Lp(a) levels >60 mg/dl with
all other cardiovascular risk factors that were well controlled.
Several dose levels and schedules were compared after
6 months of treatment and many patients continued to be
treated for 1 year. Administration of the ASO resulted in
significant, dose-dependent, and prolonged reductions in Lp(a)
and oxidized phospholipids. At a monthly dose of 60 mg, 81%
of treated patients achieved Lp(a) levels below 50 <mg/dl and
Figure 3. Schematic prediction of the domains of model PS-ASO binding
domains are induced with red bars. Tighter binding is marked with thicker ba
domain; pQ, proline and glutamine-rich domain; RGG, arginine/glycine–glyc
schematic illustration of the relationship of HBD and catalytic domains on
approximately one helical turn. This enables the enzyme to bind to any dupl
duplexes based on slight differences in helical geometry. The catalytic doma
absence of a 2’OH and phosphate positioned properly. The enzyme is minimall
site. CAT, catalytic domain; HBD, hybrid binding domain.
at a dose of 20 mg/week (80 mg/month), 98% of treated pa-
tients had Lp(a) levels <50 mg/dl, an approximately 80%
reduction. These reductions were maintained for multiple
weeks. The safety and tolerability were excellent, with
approximately 95% compliance and no serious drug-related
adverse events. ISRs were highly infrequent (129). Based on
these results, pelacarsen is now being evaluated in a cardio-
vascular outcomes trial in the same type of patients that were
evaluated in the phase 2 study.
proteins. A, protein domains involved in PS-ASO binding. PS-ASO binding
rs. LaM, La motif; NLS, nuclear localization signal; NOPS, Nona/Paraspeckle
ine-rich domain; RRM, RNA recognition motif; ZFD, zinc-finger domain. B,
a heteroduplex. The HBD and Cat domains act as a caliper to measure
ex, but discriminate RNA/DNA heteroduplex from RNA/RNA and DNA/DNA
in measures the width of the minor groove and detects the presence or
y processive, cleaving at most one or two nucleotides 3’ to its initial cleavage
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Table 6
Post-RNA-binding mechanisms of action of PS ASOs

Occupancy only Occupancy
induced

degradationLoss of function Gain of function

5’ cap inhibition Altered processing RNase H1
Translational arrest uORF utilization AGO2
Alternate polyadenylation

signal utilization
TIE utilization NMD

NMD inhibition No-Go decay
PTC readthrough
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Phases of antisense drug action

The pharmacodynamic effects of PS ASOs can be divided
into three distinct steps; prehybridization or receptor binding,
a hybridization, and a posthybridization phase. The kinetics of
these processes have been characterized for PS ASOs that
activate RNase H1, and it is likely that the kinetics of PS ASOs
that use other post-RNA-binding mechanisms are similar
(130). As described above, during the prehybridization phase,
PS ASOs bind to cell surface proteins, enter early endosomes,
and are shuttled to late endosomes, interact with the Golgi
system to induce interactions of late endosomes with COP II
vesicles, and are released into the cytosol by late endosomes (1,
3, 38). Release of PS ASOs from late endosomes is the rate-
limiting step in the cell uptake and distribution process. On
average it takes about 60 min to accumulate enough PS ASO
in the cytosol and nucleus to hybridize to the target RNA
sufficiently to result in pharmacological activity. Every step in
this process depends on interactions with specific proteins.
Though the process between release from late endosomes and
hybridization is not defined, we believe that they are mediated
by shuttling of PS ASOs between proteins and that nuclear
uptake and exit are active processes (T.A. Vickers et al., un-
published data). Hybridization is slow, taking about 20 min for
sufficient target RNA to be bound to recruit RNase H1 and
that process takes about 40 min before sufficient target RNA is
cleaved to generate a measurable onset of action. Whether PS
ASO hybridization is facilitated by proteins or lipid is un-
known, but this seems likely. The impact of the PS ASO and
RNase H1 cleavage is to double the normal cellular rate of
RNA cleavage (130).

Types of post-RNA-binding mechanisms

PS ASOs can be designed to work via an occupancy-only or
occupancy-dependent RNA degradation after binding to target
RNAs (25) (Table 6). As is apparent in Table 6, it is possible
today to design PS ASOs to work via several post-RNA
mechanisms that reduce or increase the production of a target
protein or reduce a noncoding target RNA. Though translation
arrest and other approaches can be used to reduce the pro-
duction of a target protein, RNase H1, AGO2, or no-go decay-
mediated degradation of the pre- or mRNA is more effective (3).
However, occupancy-only approaches are required to increase
the translation of target proteins. Certainly, the most advanced
approach used to increase protein production is altering the
splicing of a pre-mRNA. In fact, four ASOs, including nusi-
nersen, that alter splicing have been approved in a major market
(Table 1). The pioneering work demonstrating that ASOs can
alter splicing was performed using PMO ASOs by Kole and
colleagues (26) and studies that suggested that pre-mRNAs that
are amenable to alteration of splicing typically are slowly spliced
because of weak splice signals (27). Certainly, the best under-
stood, most broadly used ASO that alters splicing is nusinersen.

Occupancy-only

The design, discovery, and development of a PS ASO that
alters RNA splicing: nusinersen is exemplary of an occupancy
22 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
only mechanism. For centuries, patients who suffered from
SMA simply progressed and died, never having a diagnosis or
an incorrect diagnosis, but all that changed when the gene
responsible for the disease, survival motor neuron (SMN1),
and the mutations responsible for SMA were discovered (131).
The mutation is a homozygous loss of segment of the gene that
results in full loss of function. The identification of the genetic
cause of the disease enabled far better diagnosis of the disease,
the development of natural history studies, and better char-
acterization of the various forms of the disease (132). The
subsequent discovery of SMN2, a duplicate gene present in
only humans, both provided an improved understanding of the
molecular basis for variations in the severity of the disease and
a potential direct solution to the cause of the disease (133). In
this gene, a mutation in exon 7 results in the exclusion of exon
7 in 90% of the transcripts, which leads to a partial SMN
protein that is unstable (134). Nusinersen is a PS fully 2ʹ-MOE-
modified 18 nucleotide ASO. It binds to a site in the transcript
that in the absence of nusinersen binds hnRNP A1/A2, a
splicing receptor. Nusinersen prevents the binding of hnRNP
A1/A2 and results in efficient inclusion of exon 7 (135). Given
the precision of the site targeted by nusinersen, screening
activities were obviously limited to a small region of the
transcript and various types of 2ʹ modifications or backbones.
Nusinersen provides an excellent example of the interplay
between genomics, RNA biology, and antisense technology as
well as the precision with which PS ASOs can be targeted to
sites in RNAs.

Nusinersen was shown to be highly effective in mouse
models of SMA when administered intraventricularly (136)
and was then shown to be well tolerated in animal toxicity
studies that paved the way to clinical evaluations. Clinical trials
have demonstrated remarkable efficacy in symptomatic pa-
tients with all forms of SMA and excellent safety and tolera-
bility for as long as 7 years of treatment. The treatment of
presymptomatic infants has demonstrated even more sub-
stantial benefit and, in many patients, growth and development
consistent with normal healthy children (137–140).

Other occupancy-only mechanisms

The number of occupancy-only mechanisms available to PS
ASOs continues to increase. Certainly, the first approach
studied was translation arrest, which was shown to work and is
available (25). Both mechanisms that enhance the translation
of specific transcripts and those that result in the reduction of
a specific protein are shown in Table 6. For example, PS ASOs
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designed to bind to sites involved in splicing of introns with
weaker splice signals can bind, block the binding of critical
splicing factors including hnRNPs H and F, and this leads to
reduced splicing and loss of the pre- and mRNA. In fact, using
PS gapmer ASOs that form heteroduplexes with target RNAs
that are substrates for RNase H1, competition between the two
mechanisms was observed (113). Similarly, PS fully 2ʹ-MOE-
modified ASOs that bind to polyadenylation signals in the
3ʹ-UTR have been shown to cause a shift in the site of poly-
adenylation that leads to a less stable pre-mRNA that ulti-
mately reduces expression of the protein (141). More recently,
PS fully modified 2ʹ-MOE ASOs that bind to the coding region
near the 3’terminus of the open reading frame were shown to
reduce target RNAs via no-go decay. Reduction of proteins
necessary for no-go decay, PELO and HBS1L, reduced or ab-
lated the reduction of the target RNA (6).

In contrast, it has been shown that it is possible to design PS
ASOs that can selectively increase translation of specific pro-
teins. This is a potentially important advance because it provides
new opportunities other than altering splicing to increase the
levels of specific proteins, in effect using ASOs to be “agonists”
rather than the reduction of targets or “antagonist activity” often
considered the major use of PS ASOs. These mechanisms once
again derive fromadvances in understanding the biology of RNA.
Relatively recent studies suggest that translation of approxi-
mately 50% or more of mammalian mRNAs is suppressed by
either sequence or structural elements in the 5 ʹ UTRs. The
sequence elements are referred to as uORFs and the structural
elements are stem-loop structures referred to translation inhib-
itory elements (TIEs) (7, 8). uORFs are sequence elements that
approximate a translation initiation signal and though not all
uORFs are actively used, the characteristics, such as the number
of uORFs, the position of the uORF in the 5ʹUTR, and strength of
the Kozak sequence can be used to identify uORFs that are likely
to be active (8). To block a uORF such that the proper translation
initiation signal is used by the polysome, a PS ASOmust be fully
2ʹ modified to assure that RNase H1 does not cleave the RNA,
have affinity for the uORF sufficient to prevent the initiation
complex from forming at that site, and yet the ribosome and
associated proteins must be able to remove the PS ASO to “read
through” the uORF sequence. Consequently, the affinity of the
PS ASO for the target sequence must be “fine-tuned,” and
modifications that inhibit helicases are avoided. These factors
resulted in the optimal design being an 18-nucleotide PS 2ʹ
methoxy with three cEts at the 3ʹ terminus. An interesting
example of the importance of uORFs and the therapeutic po-
tential of uORF ASOs is RNase H1. The translation of
mammalian RNase H1 is carefully regulated by a uORF (142,
143). Given the vital roles that RNase H1 plays in removing R
loops and maintaining mitochondrial health, regulation of
translation to control RNaseH1protein levelmight be important
for normal biological processes (94). To identify the optimal site
at the uORF the correct length, Tm, and chemistry of the PS
ASO, a position and structure activity study was conducted and
processes similar to this are required to fine-tune the activity at
any functional uORF. The optimally designed PS ASO consis-
tently increases RNase H1 translation such that there was a 2- to
4-fold increase in the total amount of the enzyme in several cell
lines and mouse liver. This level of increase was sufficient to
enhance the potency of PS gapmer ASOs (7, 8).

TIEs are stem-loop structures present in the 5ʹ UTR of
many mRNAs. To create PS ASOs that can interact with TIEs
to enhance translation is a more formidable challenge than
designing uORF PS ASOs because, by definition, a stem loop
has two sides and directionality as well as a loop of varying
sequence and size (7). For the TIEs tested, PS fully modified
ASOs 16 to 18 nucleotides long that bind to the 3ʹ stem
appeared to work most effectively. While these two approaches
to enhancing the levels of targeted proteins represent impor-
tant additions to the opportunities to use PS ASOs, as drug
discovery approaches, a key challenge is that most uORFs and
TIEs are poorly conserved across species making studies in
animal models of disease difficult. Nevertheless, progress in
developing PS ASOs that use the mechanisms is occurring.

Occupancy mediated RNA degradation

RNase H1

The RNase H1 post-RNA-binding mechanism of action is
certainly the most frequently and most broadly used mecha-
nism of action of PS ASOs. It is also the best understood and is
exemplary of the sophistication in understanding the molec-
ular events that underlie the effects observed (25). RNase H1 is
a double-strand nuclease that cleaves RNA only in RNA/DNA-
like duplexes (65, 144). In humans, two canonical RNase H
enzymes are expressed, RNase H1 and H2. The principle
function of RNase H2 is to participate in degrading Okazaki
fragments, and it is not involved in cleaving RNAs in PS ASO/
RNA duplexes because it is extensively chromatin-bound. In
cell homogenates, since RNase H2 is at least 20 times as
abundant as RNase H1, it is responsible for most of the
cleavage of RNA in RNA/ASO duplexes (145).

Mammalian RNase H1 is comprised of a hybrid-RNA-binding
domain, a spacer domain, and a catalytic domain (146). The
enzymealso has anN-terminalmitochondria leader sequence that
is either not translated or proteolytically removed from most
RNase H1 molecules in the nucleus and cytosol. The catalytic
domain is homologous to E. coli RNase H1. The catalytic site
includes a glutamic acid, several aspartic acids, and a lysine located
in the highly basic alpha helical region (147). Enzymatic activity is
Mg+2-dependent, the pH optimum is 7 to 8, and the enzyme is
sensitive to ionic strength, pH, andMn+2 concentrations. A pair of
vicinal cysteines at positions 147 and 148 results in the enzyme
being highly sensitive to oxidation and sulfhydryl reagents. The
enzyme exhibits multiple pIs because there are multiple phos-
phorylation sites (148, 149). The hybrid binding domain will bind
to any double-stranded nucleic acid duplex but binds 10 to 20
times more avidly to DNA/RNA duplexes. Using two lysine res-
idues and a tryptophan, the hybrid binding domain positions the
enzyme precisely on the heteroduplex (147). The hybrid binding
domain enhances the affinity for the heteroduplex by reducing the
off-rate and thus significantly reduces the Kcat of the enzyme
comparedwith the catalytic domain only or E. coliRNaseH1 (65).
The enzyme can be considered two calipers. The entire enzyme
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 23
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measures one DNA/RNA helical turn while the catalytic domain
assesses the minor grove dimensions and the presence of a 2ʹOH
on theRNAstrand (Fig. 3B) (65). Thus, the hybrid binding domain
acts in concert to assure that human RNase H1 is highly specific
for DNA/RNA duplexes.

Human RNase H1 can discriminate between subtle changes
in the helical geometry of a duplex at the catalytic center of the
enzyme. Consequently, it displays sequence sensitivity (150,
151) and quite variable cleavage patterns. In some sequences, a
single cleavage site is predominant, while in others multiple
sites may contribute to the overall cleavage activity (65). No
consensus sequence for cleavage has been identified, but from
a pharmacological perspective, this property is important in
enhancing the specificity of the enzyme, limiting off-target
cleavages, and has been used to discriminate between se-
quences that differ at a single nucleotide (66). The structure of
human RNase H1 in toto is the principal factor that limits the
value of chiral PS substitutions because the S and R forms of
PS have opposite effects on the interactions of substrates with
the hybrid binding domain and the catalytic domain (48). The
enzyme displays minimal processivity, cleaving only one or two
nucleotides beyond the initial cleavage site and can cleave one
or two nucleotides in a single-stranded RNA overhang (65).
After initial RNase H1 cleavages, RNAs are further degraded
via the normal cellular RNA clearance pathways (152) (Fig. 4).

Potential for hybridization-based cleavage of nontargeted
RNAs

An important consideration for any process that leads to
cleavage of target RNAs is the potential for cleavage of
nontarget RNAs. The potential of RNase H1 to cleave off-
targets has been thoroughly investigated using the SOD1
minigene system that supports precise control of the main
variables that influence the propensity to cleave off-targets in
both a cell-free and a cellular assay and compared with the
parent human transcript for SOD1 (113, 130, 153). In short,
near-perfect complementarity is required, but if there are
multiple sites in an RNA with sequences that are near matches
for the cognate site, the extent of off-target cleavage can be
greater. This is an important asset for the pharmacological use
of PS ASOs, but the use of rapid sequencing methods has
suggested that some off-target cleavages can occur. Unfortu-
nately, in no study were sufficient dose responses and time
courses performed with adequate controls to discriminate
between true hybridization-based off-target cleavages and
secondary or compensatory changes due to target reduction,
low-level cytotoxic effects, or effects secondary to binding to
cellular proteins. Such thorough studies are important because
the steps to take to reduce such effects are dependent on the
mechanism(s) underlying the observations.

Factors that influence the activities of PS ASOs designed to
activate RNase H1

The factors that affect the activities of RNase H1-dependent
PS ASOs have been determined, as have the rates of the steps
in the process after PS ASO entry into cells (Fig. 5A) (113, 128,
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130). Except for very rapidly transcribedRNAs, transcription rate
does not affect RNaseH1-dependent PSASOactivities. Nor does
the transcript number up to several thousand copies per cell
(154). On the other hand, many factors can affect the activities of
these PS ASOs. Certainly, the secondary structures of target
RNAs have a significant effect. The binding of the exon junction
complex can block access to the target RNA, but the other RNA-
binding proteins that have been tested have affinities for RNAs
that are insufficient to block access to currently used chemical
classes of PS ASOs However, proteins that compete with RNase
H1 for the PS ASO/RNA heteroduplex certainly can inhibit ac-
cess to the heteroduplex by RNaseH1 and reduce the activities of
these ASOs (28, 53, 113, 155). The level of RNase H1 is another
important component. Additionally, since PS ASOs alter the
intermediary metabolism of RNAs and the rates of each step in
PS ASO-directed RNase H1 activity are slow (minutes to hours),
the rates of steps in the processing and translation of RNAs can
have significant effects as can the number and positioning of
cognate sequences (27, 130, 156).

Very recently, the first mechanism of tolerance to RNase
H1-dependent PS ASOs has been characterized (Fig. 5B).
RNase H1-dependent PS ASOs that bind in the coding region
of target RNAs can initiate a process that is dependent on
RNase H1 cleavage of the target RNA on the polysome and
triggers increases in the transcription rates of targeted RNAs
that are dependent on the protein, regulator of nonsense
transcripts 3A (UPF3A) (157). This mechanism is consistent
with the observations that the number of transcripts is
immaterial, but that the rates of transcription, processing,
nuclear export, translation, and degradation of target RNAs
are determinative. It is also consistent with earlier studies that
demonstrated that for RNase H1-dependent PS ASOs that
bind in introns, the rate at which the intron is spliced is a
critical determinant of activity (27). Studies using the SOD1
minigene system demonstrated that splicing rate was a critical
factor in defining the activity of intronic RNase H1-dependent
PS ASOs and that the presence of multiple cognate sites in a
target RNA resulted in increased activity because the rate of
RNase H1 cleavage increased (130).

Comparison of AGO2 versus RNase H1-mediated RNA
cleavage

The other broadly used RNA cleavage mechanism is AGO2.
This is the sole mechanism shown to be available for ds siRNA
agents, and it is a mechanism that can be used by properly
designed PS ASOs (10, 13, 14, 35, 43, 67, 158). The structural
requirements for activity of an ss siRNA ASO are consistent
with the properties of AGO2, the most challenging of which
was the identification of a stable charged phosphate analog
that can bind to the phosphate-binding pocket in AGO2 (67).
Thus, it is important to compare the properties of the two
mechanisms that are accessible by PS ASOs.

Activities in the nucleus and cytosol

The distribution of RNase H1 and AGO2 differs. RNase H1
is present in the nucleus, cytosol, and mitochondria (65).



Figure 4. RNA cleavage fragments by RNase H1 or siRNA are degraded by 5’-3’ exonucleases and 3’-5’ exonucleases. In the nucleus, the 5’ cleaved
fragments are further degraded from 3’ end by exosomes and Dis3 and from 5’ end by XRN2 after decapping. The 3’ fragment is further degraded by 5’-3’
exonuclease XRN2. In the cytoplasm, the 5’ fragment is degraded by XRN1 from 5’ end after decapping and by cytoplasmic exosome and Dis3L1 from 3’
end. The 3’ fragment is degraded from 5’ end by XRN1. Adapted from ref (152).
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AGO2, on the other hand, is localized to the cytoplasm (13).
Thorough studies have demonstrated that RNase H1-
dependent PS ASOs are active in both the cytosol and nu-
cleus, and if one corrects for volume, the activity of these
agents in the cytosol is roughly comparable with the activity
observed in the nucleus (159). Certainly, there are many ex-
amples of PS ASOs that affect RNA processing events that
occur in the nucleus, PS ASOs that simultaneously cause
degradation of target pre- and mRNA in both the nucleus and
cytosol, RNase H1-dependent degradation on the polysome,
and enhanced translation induced by PS ASOs and reduction
of nuclear retained RNAs (7, 8, 28, 30, 130, 152, 156, 159).
Though there have been sporadic reports of AGO2 activity in
the nucleus, in our hands we have never confirmed activity for
AGO2 ASOs or siRNAs in the subcellular compartment (160).
Competing or alternative mechanisms in the nucleus may
explain some of the discrepant results. For example, siRNAs
targeting some polyadenylation sites resulted in reduction of
the target RNA because they blocked the primary poly-
adenylation site, shifting polyadenylation to an area that
resulted in a less stable form of the RNAs (160).

Potency and duration of effect

In principle, the potency of the two mechanisms might
differ generically or there might be RNAs that are more sen-
sitive to one mechanism versus the other. In direct head-to-
head comparisons of matched PS 2ʹ-MOE gapmers and siR-
NAs, no general differences in potency were observed and
none the PS ASOs and siRNAs showed greater potency than
the other for any of the targets studied (160). Obviously, a
much larger series of targets in various cell lines and animals
would be required to identify target RNAs that may be more
sensitive to one of the mechanisms. Equally obviously, the
more potent PS ASOs such as cEts and LNAs need to be
compared with the optimized designs of siRNAs used today
before meaningful conclusions can be drawn.

To study the duration of effect, equi-effective doses must be
compared, ideally at the concentrations of each agent that
reduce the target RNA by 50% (IC50 doses) as this is the site in
a dose–response curve that is most accurate. Theoretically,
one might expect significant differences in the duration of
effect of RNase H1 and AGO2 agents because, once an anti-
sense strand is loaded into AGO2, the residence time in AGO2
is quite long (13, 35, 43). However, once again head-to-head
studies failed to find a significant difference between the
mechanisms (160). Frequently claims are made that suppres-
sion of a target in the clinic is prolonged using siRNAs, but if
one compares equi-effective doses, no obvious differences are
observed. Obviously, what is needed is more thorough studies
in animals and humans before definitive conclusions can be
reached.

Specificity and potential for hybridization-dependent RNase H1 or
AGO2-mediated off-target degradation

Though both enzymes have RNase H motifs, they are
enzymatically and biologically quite different, and this results
in disparate pharmacological properties and behaviors. RNase
H1 is remarkably specific for RNA/DNA like duplexes and for
specific sequences. It uses the entirety of the information
contained in a 20mer PS ASO, is sensitive to the sequence and
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 25



Figure 5. Many factors affect the activity of PS-ASOs. A, schematic representation of factors that affect PS-ASO activity. Though the level of RNase H1 and
the number of PS-ASO binding sites in an RNA positively correlate with ASO activity, other factors, such as RNA structure, RNA-binding protein, or PS-ASO-
binding protein, can inhibit PS-ASO activity. In addition, both splicing and translation can affect the activity of PS ASOs. On the other hand, RNA copy
number and RNA half-life do not normally affect ASO activity. B, a feedback transcriptional upregulation can cause tolerance effect of gapmer PS ASOs.
Some gapmer ASOs targeting coding region of mRNAs can trigger RNase H1 cleavage of the mRNA, leading to enhanced transcription and increased pre-
mRNA levels, in an RNase H1, translation, and UPF3A-dependent manner. This in turn can reduce the activity of PS ASOs in decreasing the mRNA levels.
Adapted from ref (157).
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helical structure of the heteroduplex at the catalytic site (65).
These properties result in a very limited propensity for true
hybridization- and -RNase H1-dependent off-target cleavage.
In contrast, AGO2 is designed to be somewhat promiscuous as
it uses just the seven-nucleotide seed region to discriminate
target from nontarget RNAs. The propensity for off-target
effects due to AGO2 has been confirmed in cells and ani-
mals (160, 161). Given this risk, efforts to identify chemical
modifications that reduce the potential for off-target cleavage
have taken place, but to date no systemic solution has been
proven with thorough systematic studies. The question of
whether off-target cleavage of RNAs by RNase H1 or AGO2
contributes to clinical toxicities remains poorly understood.
Certainly, there have been several siRNAs withdrawn for
clinical trials because of side effects, and revusiran is a
particularly concerning example. Revusiran is a GalNAc-
conjugated siRNA that contains PS, 2ʹ methoxy and 2ʹ F nu-
cleotides. It targets transthyretin (TTR), a protein produced in
hepatocytes and exported to peripheral tissue in which it
functions. WT or mutants of the protein can precipitate
causing TTR amyloidosis (3). In patients with TTR amyloid-
osis caused cardiomyopathy, revusiran was administered
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weekly at a dose of 500 mg/week. The phase 3 study was
discontinued after 7 months because of a significant imbalance
in deaths, metabolic acidosis, and liver toxicity in the treated
group. Because revusiran contained 2ʹ F nucleotide and the
toxicities were reminiscent of toxicities observed with fialur-
idine (FIAU), 2ʹ F nucleoside and 2ʹ F siRNAs have been shown
to cause toxicities by enhancing the degradation of paraspeckle
proteins (109, 111), there has been controversy about the
mechanism of toxicity (106, 112). Most recently, the authors
concluded that the toxicities were likely due to AGO2-
mediated off-target cleavage.

From a pharmacological and therapeutic perspective, irre-
spective of the causal mechanism, the concern is untoward
effects of which true off-target effects are one possible source.
SiRNAs (and probably ss siRNAs) can also cause adverse
events in other ways. For example, a portion of off-target
events have been shown to be mediated by AGO1 (162) or
altered polyadenylation (155). Even less predictable and
therefore more worrisome are effects secondary to siRNA
competition for binding to AGO2 with microRNAs (miRNAs)
since AGO2 molecules are typically fully loaded with miRNAs.
In fact, alpha tubulin was reduced secondary to dislodging
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miRNAs from AGO2 that regulate the level of a protease that
degrades alpha tubulin (163). Additionally, adverse effects can
be mediated by the chemical composition of an siRNA such as
2ʹ F or PS moieties (106, 112).

Taking a similar perspective with PSASOs off-target cleavage
caused adverse events are clearly less of a concern than AGO2-
based approaches. However, chemical class toxicities certainly
are observed. For example, PS LNA ASOs have resulted in se-
vere thrombocytopenia, nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity, and
injection site reactions (ISRs) in clinical trials (3), and at doses>
200 mg/week all tested PS ASOs cause moderate self-limited
platelet reductions. PS-modified ASOs (and siRNAs) also
interact extensively with proteins and as will be discussed later,
themajormechanismof toxicity for all tested chemical classes of
PS ASOs is nucleolar toxicity mediated by protein interactions
(36). Finally, with PS 2ʹ- MOE ASOs dosed at 300 mg/week,
evidence of drug–disease interaction results in severe throm-
bocytopenia in patients with FCS and TTR amyloidosis (3).

In conclusion, it is fair to say that true off-target degrada-
tion-mediated effects are clearly of greater concern for ASOs
that act via AGO2. Potential competing mechanisms that may
result in unexpected effects exist for both RNase H1 and
AGO2, chemical class-mediated events exist for both PS ASOs
and siRNAs. However, the major mechanisms of toxicity for
PS ASOs are now understood and straightforward medicinal
chemical solutions to reduce toxicity and maintain potency
have been identified (36, 61). On balance, for ss ASOs, RNase
H1 is today the preferred mechanism because of its robustness,
predictability, and the depth of mechanistic understanding.
Nevertheless, work continues to improve the performance of
ASOs that work via both mechanisms (3–5).

No-Go Decay

More recently, PS fully modified 2ʹ-MOE ASOs that bind to
the coding region near the 3ʹ terminus of the open reading frame
were shown to reduce target RNAs viaNo-GoDecay. Reduction
of proteins necessary for No-Go Decay, PELO, and HBS1L,
reduced or ablated the reduction of the target RNA (6) Though
the mechanism does not involve the creation of a heteroduplex
that is a substrate for specific enzyme, the net pharmacological
effect is the same. This mechanism is of interest because fully 2ʹ
modified PS ASOs are used and theremay be somemRNAs that
aremore amenable to thismechanism than RNaseH1 orAGO2.

Pharmacokinetics of PS ASOs

Molecular mechanisms of cell uptake and intracellular
distribution

The mechanisms by which PS ASOs enter and distribute
within cells are now reasonably well understood and have been
reviewed extensively (1, 4, 5, 38). Consequently, here we will
provide only a high-level summary. The first step is simple
adsorption to extracellular domains of proteins located in plasma
membranes. The process is temperature and energy-
independent, and many cell surface proteins that bind PS
ASOs or GalNAc-conjugated PS ASOs have been identified, but
we suspect that there are others that are involved as well (Fig. 6).
The decision about whether the cellular uptake is productive
(supports antisense activities) or nonproductive is made at the
cell surface and determined by the proteins to which the PS ASO
binds. Micropinocytosis has been identified as a major nonpro-
ductive pathway. As mentioned, membrane lipid composition
and turnover can affect cell uptake and distribution, but to date
no specific interactions between PS ASO and the lipid compo-
nents of membranes have been identified (122). All productive
pathways identified to date converge on late endosomes where
release of PSASOs appears to occur. The fraction of PSASO that
is taken up by cells and released is very low (<0.1%) (3, 38, 125,
164). Accumulation of PS ASOs in the nucleus is rapid if the PS
ASOs are transfected or electroporated, but requires hours by
free uptake. Activity in either the cytoplasmor nucleus correlates
with the kinetics of cell uptake and release of PS ASOs (3).

Routes of administration of PS MOE and PS cEt ASOs and
GalNAc conjugates

Ss PS ASOs can be given by all routes of administration,
including oral (Table 7) (1, 3). However, the oral delivery re-
ported was not commercially attractive. Recent advances in
medicinal chemical modifications including the incorporation
of 2’cEts and GalNAc conjugation suggest that commercially
attractive oral administrationmay be possible (103). Ss PSASOs
have also been shown to be effective when administered intra-
thecally to treat neurological diseases, and aerosol administra-
tion is effective for pulmonary delivery (165, 166). SiRNAs may
be administered intravenously in cationic lipid delivery systems
and when conjugated to GalNAc, subcutaneously (10, 11).

Systemic administration

An important advantage of ss PS MOE and PS cEt ASOs
that is often overlooked is that they can be systemically
administered and distributed to various organs and cells by all
parenteral routes, as well as orally. The only effect of GalNAc
conjugation on the pharmacokinetics of ss PS ASOs is that
they display a greater productive distribution to hepatocytes.
Though the pharmacokinetic properties of PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs
also apply to PS cEt ASOs, it is not yet proven that PS 2ʹ cEt-
GalNAc ASOs can be given to humans at doses and in for-
mulations that are attractive and can be administered by
multiple routes to achieve local pharmacological effects (3, 4).
Therefore, we will briefly describe the routes of administration.

Oral administration

Ss PS ASOs can be administered orally with formulation.
The formulations must be enteric coated to avoid acid-based
depurination and precipitation in the stomach and must
include a penetration enhancer. Penetration enhancers are
thought to transiently open the tight junctions in gut epithe-
lium to increase bioavailability (102). In humans, mipomersen
(Kynamro) was administered orally daily at a dose of 500 mg
and resulted in >6% bioavailability and reduction of apoB-100
and atherogenic lipids (83). Recently, an oral formulation of a
PS cEt ASO conjugated with GalNAc showed about 10% oral
bioavailability and target reduction in the liver of rats (103).
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 27



Figure 6. Mechanisms of PS ASO cellular uptake and release. A, cell surface PS ASO adsorption. Different cell surface proteins, including receptors, can
interact with PS ASOs either directly or via ligands conjugated to PS ASOs. Cell surface proteins can direct the internationalization of PS ASOs through
clathrin- or caveolin-dependent endocytic pathways or via nonconventional endocytic pathways. B, PS ASOs can enter cells via different endocytic
pathways including macropinocytosis. The macropinocytosis pathway may represent a nonproductive pathway for unformulated ASOs. PS ASO internal-
ization via nonconventional endocytic pathways is only conjecture. Internalized PS ASOs normally traffic from early endosomes (EE) to late endosomes (LE)
and to lysosomes. PS ASOs must escape from endocytic organelles to be effective. LEs appear to be the major productive release site. Several release
pathways may exist, including back-fusion-mediated, membrane leakage, and vesicle-mediated PS ASO release. Released PS ASOs can interact with cellular
proteins and enter nucleus.
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Targeted delivery of PS ASOs

GalNAc

The conjugation of a triantennary GalNAc moiety to a PS
ASOwith either 2ʹ-MOEor 2ʹ cEtmodifications has been shown
to increase the affinity for asialoglycoprotein receptors
28 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
expressed on hepatocytes (3, 4, 11, 57, 58, 96–98). We assume
that PS ASOs with other 2ʹ modifications behave similarly, but
this has not been thoroughly evaluated. Asialoglycoprotein re-
ceptors are high-capacity scavenger receptors that are highly
expressed in the plasma membranes of hepatocytes (167). The



Table 7
Routes of administration validated for PS ASOs

A. Local administration

Route Example Indication

Intradermal Ionis CTGF ASO Scarring
Intravitreal Vitravene CMV retinitis
Pulmonary ENAC-2.5 Cystic fibrosis (CF)
Intrathecal Nusinersen Spinal Muscular Atrophy
Rectal Alicaforsen Pouchitis

B. Systemic

Route Example Indication

Subcutaneous Inotersen TTR Amyloidosis
Subcutaneous,
intramuscular

IONIS HCV ASO Hepatitis C

Subcutaneous, oral Mipomersen Homozygous Familial
Hypercholesterolemia
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conjugation of GalNAc results in a significant increase in pro-
ductive delivery of conjugated PS ASOs to hepatocytes by
shifting the suborgan distribution of these compounds to the
hepatocytes from the nonparenchymal cells of the liver without
altering the overall tissue distribution of PSASOs (95). Since the
GalNAc moiety is cleaved very rapidly in the early endosome,
there is no detectable change in subcellular distribution (95). As
previously indicated, this results in a 15- to 30-fold increase in
the potency of PS 2ʹ-MOE and PS 2ʹ cEt ASOs in the clinic (96).
Moreover, as previously mentioned, in several species, oral
bioavailability of PS 2ʹ cEt ASOs has been reported (103).

The effects of GalNAc conjugation on siRNAs are quite
different. In the absence of cationic lipids or GalNAc conju-
gation, siRNAs do not distribute to a meaningful extent to any
peripheral tissue (10, 35, 43). Therefore, the concentration of a
GalNAc-conjugated siRNA achieves a significantly higher
concentration in the liver than unconjugated siRNA (112).

Progress in identifying ligands for targeted delivery of PS ASOs to
cells other than hepatocytes

Arguably, the most interesting advance published to date on
ligand-conjugated ASOs for targeted delivery involves conju-
gation of a glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) peptide to PS
ASOs. Unconjugated PS ASOs do not distribute at meaningful
levels to the beta cells of the pancreas and are inactive. In cells
in vitro and in mice, GLP-1 effectively delivers PS ASOs to the
beta cells of the pancreas and results in excellent pharmaco-
logical activity. These receptors are G-protein-coupled re-
ceptors and signaling appears to be required for PS ASO
delivery (57), thus scavenger receptors, tyrosine kinase-type
receptors, and other G-protein-coupled receptors can serve
as binding sites for targeted delivery of PS ASOs.

Another approach that is mechanistically more interesting
involves the conjugation of epidermal growth factor (EGF) to
PS ASOs. This enhances affinity for EGF receptors (EGFR) and
increases productive delivery to cells that express EGFR.
Interestingly EGFR are tyrosine kinase-coupled receptors, and
these receptors are not considered high-capacity as GalNAc
receptors and other scavenger receptors are. It is also inter-
esting that cellular uptake of EGF-conjugated PS ASOs re-
quires receptor internalization, but not EGFR signaling (121).
Local administration to treat diseases of specific organs

PS ASOs can be administered by several routes to achieve
therapeutic concentrations in a specific organ (102). This will
be discussed in greater detail below.

Intravitreal administration

PS ASOs can be administered intravitreally in saline. After
intraocular dosing, absorption of PSASOs by the retina and slow
elimination from the vitreous via vitreous flow have been shown.
Little to no degradation of PS ASOs in the eye was observed,
supporting infrequent administration. Target reduction in
retinal cells has been demonstrated in several species (168).
Fomivirsen, a PS oligodeoxynucleotide administered intra-
vitreally every 3 months to treat cytomegalovirus (CMV) caused
retinitis in AIDS patients (169), was the first RNA targeted drug
to be approved for commercial use. Currently, a PS 2ʹ-MOEASO
is in phase 1/2 studies in patients with retinitis pigmentosa (168).

Intradermal administration

PS ASOs can be administered in saline formulations intra-
dermally to treat local cutaneous diseases and various
dermatological conditions. An interesting example of PS ASOs
administered intradermally is work that was performed on
wound healing. Scarring after plastic surgery is a meaningful
issue for patients and plastic surgeons that often requires
resection of the scar and, unfortunately, that is relatively
ineffective. A PS 2ʹ-MOE ASO targeting connective tissue
growth factor (CTGF) was evaluated in animal models of
wound healing and in several clinical trials. The drug was well
tolerated in the clinic and produced a statistically significant
improvement in scarring (170).

Rectal administration

Alicaforsen, a PS oligodeoxynucleotide that targets inter-
cellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM- 1), has been adminis-
tered rectally to patients with left-sided ulcerative colitis and
pouchitis. In both patient groups, alicaforsen was safe and well
tolerated with no significant drug-related side effects and
resulted in statistically significant improvement in diseases
severity scores (171–173).

Aerosol delivery for pulmonary diseases

PS ASOs can be administered by nebulizers or other devices
to treat pulmonary diseases. A number of studies have shown
that PS 2ʹ-MOE and PS cEt ASOs can be administered safely
and distributed to both large and small airways and pulmonary
cells (174). A 2ʹ-MOE PS ASO targeted to interleukin 4 alpha
receptor (IL4Rα) administered by aerosol delivery in a ran-
domized double-blind clinical trial demonstrated excellent
safety and tolerability, target reduction in pulmonary gavage-
obtained cells, and evidence of clinical benefit. More recently
a PS 2ʹ methoxy ASO that targets the cystic fibrosis (CF)
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) was studied in
patients with phenylamine 508 mutations. The drug was well
tolerated and produced dose-dependent evidence of benefit,
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416 29
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but oddly the dose–response relationship was bell-shaped with
the top dose providing no apparent benefit. Finally, the first of
the more potent class of PS cEt ASOs, targeting the epithelial
sodium channel (ENaC), is in phase 2 trials in patients with CF
and in patients suffering from chronic bronchitis (175).

Intrathecal administration

The IT administration of PS ASOs has opened a new
chapter in the neurosciences and in the treatment of neuro-
logical diseases. Based on a substantial and growing database
derived from controlled clinical trials involving multiple ASOs,
we know that repeated doses of PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs for as long
as 7 years are safe and well tolerated in humans (105). At
therapeutic doses, these agents distribute broadly throughout
the spinal column and CNS and display pharmacological ac-
tivities (P. Jafar-Nejad et al., unpublished). Nusinersen, a fully
2ʹ-MOE modified PS ASO that revolutionized the treatment of
spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) (138), is commercialized
worldwide and is the first RTD blockbuster (3, 176). Further-
more, advances in the design and chemistries used intrathe-
cally continues and hopefully will result in even better-
performing PS ASOs.

Toxicological effects of PS ASOs

Integrated safety databases

Because PS ASOs within a specific chemical class differ only
in sequence, they behave similarly with regard to many of their
behaviors. Consequently, databases have been assembled that
integrate all safety findings in toxicological studies in NHP and
all placebo-controlled clinical trials for PS 2ʹ-MOE, PS cEt, PS
MOE –GalNAc, and PS cEt-GalNAc ASOs, and the results of
analyses from these extensive date have been published (56, 81,
82, 177) These databases are an invaluable asset as they display
the potential adverse events of each drug and the doses at
which they are observed. PS MOE ASOs have been studied in
more than 10,000 patients and that database is comprised of
data from more than 7000 to 8000 patients involving many
different PS MOE ASOs. Though the experience with other
chemical classes is less, experience is accumulating rapidly.
Unfortunately, safety databases for other chemical classes of
ASOs and siRNAs have not been published.

Systemic toxicities

Toxicities caused by interactions of PS ASOs with proteins in
blood

As PS ASOs interact extensively with plasma proteins and
proteins on the surface of cells in blood, a wide range of
adverse events due to these interactions have been identified.
As a general rule, PS ASOs of all chemical classes are associ-
ated with these events, but there are significant variations in
the incidence, severity, and dose at which a number of the
events are a function of the type of 2ʹ substituents. These
events are peak plasma-related and therefore dose-related,
transient, and self-limiting. Some occur acutely while others
are observed only with repeated chronic administration (3, 25,
55, 56, 82, 177)
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Effects on the complement system

PS ASOs interact with complement Factor H, a protein that
inhibits the alternate complement pathway. PS oligodeox-
ynucleotides (PS ODNs) bind to and inhibit complement
Factor H as do other chemical classes, but PS MOE ASOs
appear to bind Factor H differently from PS ODNs and are less
inhibitory. In NHP, at high doses, PS ODNs and other
chemical classes can activate the alternative complement
cascade and cause cardiovascular collapse, platelet count re-
ductions, and inflammation in various tissues. The effects are
dose-dependent and less common for the more potent PS
MOE and cEt ASOs. Fortunately, in humans, these effects have
not been observed (55).

Effects on the clotting cascade

All chemical classes of PS ASOs studied produce a peak
plasma concentration-dependent (and therefore dose-
dependent) transient prolongation of clotting measured by
an increase in the activated prothrombin time (APPT) in all
species studied. The maximal increase in APPT is about 30%
and is not associated with physiological sequelae. Since the
distribution half-life of PS ASOs is 60 to 90 min, the effects
typically reverse within 60 min. The mechanism responsible
has been shown to be the reversible inhibition of the intrinsic
tenase complex (55, 81).

Effects on platelets

All chemical classes of PS ASOs tested result in a dose-
dependent, peak plasma concentration-dependent reduction
in platelet counts with no effect on platelet activation in NHP
and humans. The reduction in platelet number is reproduc-
ible, predictable, and requires no treatment. Though the
precise mechanism is not defined, the reduction in platelets is
most likely due to PS ASOs binding to platelets and causing
increased clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES)
(55). A more problematic type of effect on platelet number
has also been observed. In both NHP and humans, with
chronic administration, sporadic unpredictable platelet re-
ductions that can be severe are observed in a few NHP in
toxicological study. The mechanisms to explain these events
are not fully defined, but in humans treated with PS 2ʹ-MOE
and PS 2ʹ-MOE GalNAc ASOs, the integrated safety data-
bases show that severe thrombocytopenia has not been
encountered in humans treated with a wide range of doses for
prolonged periods (56, 81, 82, 177). However, importantly in
patients with TTR amyloidosis and FCS treated with 300 mg/
week of inotersen or volanesorsen respectively, severe
thrombocytopenia was experienced by a few patients (3, 85,
178), demonstrating the potential for drug–disease in-
teractions. For inotersen, the mechanism appears to be
dependent on the underlying inflammatory processes sec-
ondary to the disease resulting in increases in a number of
inflammatory markers that lead to inotersen-dependent an-
tiplatelet IgG antibodies in a few patients (86). Since FCS
patients also experience similar immune activation, a similar
mechanism is suspected for volanesorsen.



Figure 7. A major toxic mechanism of PS ASOs mediated by PS ASO protein interactions. Toxic PS ASOs bind more proteins more tightly. The tight
interactions between PS ASOs and proteins can cause paraspeckle protein mislocalization to the nucleolus, in an RNase H1-dependent manner, and can
affect pre-rRNA synthesis, leading to nucleolar stress and apoptotic cell death.
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Experience with PS cEts and PS cEt-GalNAc ASOs is more
limited, but since PS MOE GalNAc and the cEt ASOs are
more potent and administered at lower doses, severe throm-
bocytopenia is unlikely. However, at doses of PS cEt ASOs in
excess of 600 mg/week, in cancer patients on multiple
chemotherapeutic agents, thrombocytopenia was observed, so
additional experience is necessary (88). Severe thrombocyto-
penia was also seen in patients administered PS LNAs, but no
data on the mechanism to explain the severe thrombocyto-
penia have been published (3).

Immunotoxicity

PS ASOs are immunostimulatory. In addition to substan-
tially increasing potency compared with PS ODNs, PS MOE
ASOs are also significantly less proinflammatory. PS cEts
appear to behave similarly to PS MOE cEts with regard to
immune stimulation and approximately tenfold more potent
than PS MOE ASO. Since the effects on the immune system
are dose-dependent, as potency increases, the potential to
induce immune stimulation decreases at therapeutic doses (3).
Pelacarsen and other PS GalNAc ASOs clearly demonstrate
the value of reducing therapeutic doses as the incidence of
ISRs was dramatically reduced and compliance improved
compared with PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs (129).

Innate immune activation

PS ASOs can induce the innate immune system. PS CpG
motif-containing ASOs are potent stimulators of the innate
immune system, but PS ASOs that do not contain CpG motifs
can also activate innate immunity, albeit at much higher doses
and to a lesser extent (55). Binding to toll-like receptor 9
(TLR9) is a principle factor in the stimulation of the innate
immune system for both CpG containing oligonucleotides and
non-CpG containing PS ASOs (55), but other TLRs, such as
TLR7 may be involved with some PS ASO sequences (176,
179). The stimulation of the innate immune system is myeloid
differentiation protein (Myd 88) dependent (180) and the re-
ceptor for advanced glycation readout (RAGE) may play a role
in some circumstances (180). The nature of the 2ʹ position is
important with PS ODNs >PS 2ʹ methoxy > PS MOE ASOs
being the rank order of potency for stimulation of innate im-
munity. Five methyl C substitution reduces this effect (181).

Other immunostimulatory effects

While CpG oligonucleotides can cause increases in IL1, 6,
and 12, with PS 2ʹ-MOE ASOs, no increase in IL6 or IL12 was
observed suggesting differences with regard to T helper cells
Type 1 (TH1) responses (181). In normal human volunteers,
mipomersen, a PS MOE ASO, was thoroughly evaluated for
immune stimulatory effects. Multiple cytokines, chemokines,
and acute-phase reactants were measured in the clinic. Aside
from a transient increase in CRP that typically occurred only
after the first dose, the other observation was a transient in-
crease in IL-6 (182). Additionally, chronic dosing of mipo-
mersen was associated with the emergence of low-titer
nonneutralizing antibodies that did not affect the pharmaco-
kinetics or the pharmacological effects of the drug (183).

Cyto- and organ toxicities

The major mechanism by which PS ASOs produce cytotox-
icity, hepatotoxicity, and some nephrotoxicities is now known,
and it is thought that this mechanism underlies most adverse
events in most organs. The mechanism is secondary to unique
interactions of toxic PS ASOs with paraspeckle proteins and
RNase H1 that result in mislocalization of paraspeckle proteins
and RNase H1 to the nucleolus and the inhibition of nucleolar
RNA transcription and processing, leading to nucleolar stress
and apoptosis (Fig. 7) (36). Remarkably, the substitution of a
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2ʹ methoxy at the second nucleotide from the 5ʹ junction of the
oligodeoxynucleotide has been shown to ablate or reduce the
toxicity with little effect on potency. Other substitutions at po-
sition 2 can effect similar reductions in the toxicity (36, 61).

Certainly, other mechanisms of toxicity also have been
observed. In addition to the various effects related to interactions
with plasma proteins enumerated above, PS 2ʹ F-modified PS
ASOs have been shown to cause rapid cellular degradation of
paraspeckle proteins (111) and toxicities secondary to true off-
target degradation have been observed and with specific PS
ASOs are risks that must be avoided. Adverse events secondary
to effects on the intended target can occur and as has been
observed with both inotersen and volanesorsen, adverse events
secondary to drug–disease interactionsmay occur. However, the
effort to understand the molecular mechanisms responsible for
each type of toxicity is paying enormous dividends and the sig-
nificant increases in potency achieved greatly enhance the
therapeutic index of PS ASOs sufficiently to support the use of
these agents in the very common diseases as well as rare diseases.

Conclusions and Prospectus

In conclusion, antisense technology is beginning to deliver on
the promise envisioned more than 30 years ago though many
questions remain to be answered and the final proof of value
awaits the completion of cardiovascular outcome trials and other
long-term studies in a wide range of diseases. Moreover, it is
reasonable to conclude that antisense technology is broadly
enabling. All known classes of RNAs have been shown to be
amenable to the effects of PS ASO including highly structured
small noncoding nuclear RNAs (30), preribosomal RNA (28),
long noncoding RNAs (29, 123), micro-RNAs (1), pre- and m-
RNAs (3), and circular RNAs (184). PS ASOs can be designed to
take advantage of a widening range of potential post-RNA-
binding mechanisms of action. Importantly, in addition to the
proven ability of PS ASOs to increase the levels of specific pro-
teins by altering splicing, new approaches that exploit the
recently discovered translation regulatory mechanisms that also
can be used to increase the levels of specific proteins are now
enabled, and it seems likely that other approaches will be iden-
tified to do this. Thus “agonist”-like activity may become more
broadly accessible. PS ASOs can be administered by all routes of
administration for system and local therapeutic purposes (3).
They distribute broadly and with the more potent PS ASOs,
activity in human cancers has been demonstrated (88). Though
more progress is required to have sufficient potency to treat
skeletal and cardiac muscle with PS ASOs, current efforts are
encouraging and new ligand to target tissues other than the liver
may be on the horizon. Obviously, a key final step remains and
that is the development of commercially attractive oral formu-
lations, but current clinical trials of new oral formulations sug-
gest that this route of administration may be feasible. Finally, the
definition of the mechanisms of toxicities has facilitated solu-
tions to many of the issues encountered in the past.

Antisense technology continues to advance

The current status of the technology demonstrates both the
need for and the value of consistent and long-term investment
32 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100416
in research to advance a new drug discovery technology. It is
gratifying that the major advances have resulted from the
commitment to understand not just what PS ASOs do, but also
why they behave as observed by understanding molecular
mechanisms in ever greater detail. It seems likely that new
pharmacodynamic mechanisms, deeper understanding of
molecular mechanisms by which PS ASOs enter cells and
distribute intracellularly, produce pharmacological effects, and
cause adverse events has already shifted focus from simply
RNA targets or the nucleic acid language to protein–PS ASO
interactions and the language with which PS ASOs commu-
nicate with proteins. This will continue to be an ever more
important source of progress. New approaches to targeted
delivery of PS ASOs to cells other than hepatocytes seem likely
to be identified. Since only a tiny fraction of intracellular PS
ASOs is available at the sites at which hybridization to target
RNAs occurs, efforts to target intracellular delivery and to
increase the rate of release from late endosomes may be a
fruitful area of research. Finally understanding the molecular
mechanisms that explain why some PS ASOs are toxic has
already resulted in new medicinal chemical solutions to tox-
icities. This should support the use of more potent PS ASOs
and enhance the efficiency of drug discovery as fewer active PS
ASOs will need to be discarded because of toxicities.

Next-generation PS ASOs will be chemically more complex

Based on available data, it seems likely that several new PS
ASO designs will emerge and that they will “decorated” at
specific sites to target specific tissues, target to specific sites in
cells, and reduce the potential to cause toxic effects. This may
increase the cost of synthesis a bit, but that increase will be
more than offset by the enhanced potency, reduced potential
for adverse events, and new mechanisms of action that should
once again expand the versatility of the technology.
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